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VOL. X.-NO. 28. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1881. WHOLE NO. 496.
Holland (fiiitij
a weesltTnewspapeb,
PUBLI8UKD EVKIIY SATURDAY AT
BOLLmcirr, •, • mui




$1.60 per year if jxiid in advance; $1.75 if
jxiid at three months, and $£.00 if
paid at six months.
ob raiNTixa prosptlt and nkatly done.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
On nqaarcof ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
ilmiusertlon,and 25 cents for each subse
quunt usertion for aujr period under three
suonths.
| 8 M. | 6 m. I 1 T-
pARKS, W. II. Attorney and Councclor at Law,
I corner of River and Klghth streets.
Barbiri.
T \E OROOT, L. barber, llalrcuttlng, shaving,
JL/ shampoonlng. hulr-dyeing. etc., doneatrea
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
Coaaiuloa Verdust.
OKACH, W. II. Commission Merchant, and
1J dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. High*
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth & r Ish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
BintUt.
/''EE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residence and
VJ office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to ihe
First Reformed Uhnrch.
Srugi aad Xailolaii.
r^OESBURG, J. 0., Dealci In Drugsand Medl-
L/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy.
siclan sprescriptlonrcarefully pul up: Eighth at.
\/f EEN08, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-







5 00 I 8 00
8 00 1 10 00
10 00 I 17 00
17 00 I 25 00





•• !!!'".!!!!!!!".”- 25 oo 40 00 1 es 00
"YeariTadvertlsers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttout charge for subscribers.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
expiration of iho Subscription. Two XX sig-
that no paper will be continued after date,
tar All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
fTOTQ DADI?Dinaybefl,aD(lonfl,eat0*'0-IniO rfirrjtlp. Rowell A Co’s News-
paper Advertising Bureau tlO Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW
YORK.
|iait pads.
Chicago A West Michigan B. B.














p.m. p. m. a. m. p. m. p. m. a. m.
tIOJO 1 53 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 4u 5 15
10 40 .... 11 08 East Saugatuck 3 05 500
10 55 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond...2 55 9 20 4 43
12 00 2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 3 55
12 25 8 05 12 10 2 00 8 80 T3J35
1 50 3 35 1 30
S
1
12 50 7 32 2 10
2 05 4 03 1 45 ...St. Joseph. .. 12 40 7 E5 200
8 30 4 50 2 50* ..New Buffalo..11 40 fi 30 11 55
7 80 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 9 Ifl
a. m. p. m. p. m. a.m. p.m. p m.
On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1:3) Sunday morning.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Urd. Rapids
Grand Ra lids. to Holland
.in. p.m. p. m. a. m. p. m. p.m.
5 20 043 3 23 ....Holland ..... 10 45 1 5j T1010
5 85 B 53 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55
5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonvllle...10 15 ..... 9 25
fi 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvllle...10 00 1 12 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 2) .Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 no 8 45
a.m. p. m. p. m. «. m. p. m. p. m.
\7AN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer In Drugs. Mt*di-
f clues Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Ukuo’h Family Medicines; Eighth St.
Ilf ALSU UEBER, Druggist & Pharmacist; a
V v full slock of goods uppurtalulng to the bus-
lucss.
Sren Xiktn.
IJERRY, C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,1 would respecifmly announce to the citizens
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dress-
iul' rooms, In the building, one door west of Grif
iln s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
Also teaches in Wax, worsted, Lace, and other




Apples. ̂ bnshel ................ $ @
Beans, $ bushel ............. 1 75<(0 2 00
Butter, $1 lb ................. ft 17
Clover si ed. $1 lb .................. @ 4(0
Kggs. V dozen ..................... ft 12
Honey, |1 lb ...................... ft 18
Hav, ^ ton ..................... ft 10 00
Onions, ̂  bushqls ................ ft
Potatoes, V bnshel ................ ‘ft 35
Timothy Seed, V bushel .......... 2 50 ft I 75
Brain, Peed, Etc.
Wheat, white V bushel ............ 11 ft 1 14
Corn, she! ed $1 bushel ........... ft 6!)
Oats. $/ bushG ...................... 40 ft 45
Buckwheat, $1 bnshel ............. 75 ft 1 00
Bran, A 100 vs .................... ft 85
Feed, W ton ..................... ft 21 00
“ V 100 lb ..................... ft 1 15
Barley, tUOMb .................... 120ft 180
.Middling, f 100 lb .............. ft l no
Flour, ffbrl ................ ft 5 T5
Pearl Barley, ̂ 100 lb ............... ft 3 5>i
Rye « bush .................... ft 80
Corn Meal $1 100 lbs .............. ft 1 05
Fine Corn Meal 100 lbs ......... ft 1 60
^dditianal ̂ onil.
Yf EVER, II. & CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Fur-
iTl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames.etc. : River street.
Qe&sral Deulin.
If AN PU'TTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Eotih.
niTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro-
\J prielors. The only tlrst-ciass llotiAin the
citv. Is located In the business center of tne town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus in connection wuu the Ho-
tel. Holland, Mich. 10-iy
I>I1(ENIX HOTEL. A. 1). Nelson, proprietor.
I. Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de-
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, and
its table is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir , Holland,
Michigan. _ _ R)^
OCOTF’S HOTEL. Win. J. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depqjs. Terms,
$l.tk) per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland, Mich. 8-ly
Livirr&aiSali Sublet.
IJOONE U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
L> and barn on Market sircet. Everything tirat-
class.
I f AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
i. J- stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways bo relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’sH ld. 83-tf
[IBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
I Muib street, near Market.
Meat lUrketi.
1 jUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,
1J Eighth and Fish Street. All k:
sages cousiautly on hand.
near corner
inds ol sau-
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
I7ANDERUAAK, II., Dealer in Fresh,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables;
and twine; 8th street.
Salt,
paper
XmfAetorlti. Kllli, Sbopi, Ite.
On Sunday morning the Night Expi ess leaves
Holland 1:40 and arrives In Grand Rapids 3:1U a. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.*
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
From Holland to From Muskegon
Muskegon. _ to Holland.
a. m. p. m. a. in. p. ra. p.m. p.m.
t5 30 3 23 10 40 ....Holland. ... 4 06 1 33 t0 40
6 00 11 15 3 85
11 20 3 30
V
11 25 3 25
6 85 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40
<i 50 4 20 11 50 ... Ferry sburg... 3 00 12 35 8 35
7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon... 2 25 12 00 8 00
.m. p. m. p. m. p. m. noon p. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
VUNunica.





















Via Grand Uhven Railroad.
















5 85 9 25








LTBALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
LI Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowinx Machines' cor. 10th«k River street.
I3AUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
i of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th str«et.
1I7TL.MS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
vv Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cur-
10th and Rivei streets.
Hour? Publlci.
^TEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
O Notary Public. Conveyancing done at hurt
uuitce. office at bis resilience New Holland,Michigan. y-iy
PkyitetMi.
I >EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, has made
IJ the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. \ Uffice hours ulgthi ana day, on the
cor. of Eighth ana River sis., Holland, Mich, tt-iy
OCHoU TEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
0 Uffice at Dr. Schouteu's drug store. Eighth
street. _ 4U-1>.
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got all the
necessary tools to move, raise or lower
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-
pared to build new dwellings, nr repair
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
joiner’s work. 18-ly.
The largest variety of Cigars and To-
baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
15 tf _ _ Pkssink’s.
If you want a nice dish ol Ice Cream go
10 the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
15 tf E. 8. Danokkmond’s.
Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
This is beyond question the most successful
Cough Medicine we have ever sold, a few doses
Invariably cure the worst cases of Cough, Croup,
and Bronchitis, while It’s wonderful success In the
cure of Consumption Is without a parallel In the
hisUiry of medicine. Since li'sflrsi discovery It
has b-*en sold on a guarantee, a test which no other
medicine can siand. If yon have a Cough we
earnestly ask yon to try It. Price 10 cts, 50cis. and
$1. If yonr Lnng- are sore, Chest, or Back Lame,
use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R.
Meeugs.
Answer this Question.
Why do so many people we see around us, seem
to prefer to suffer and be made miserable by Indi-
gestion. Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appe-
tite, Coming up of the Food. Yellow Skin, when
for 75 cts.. we will sell them Shiloh's Vitallzer,
guaranteed to cure them. Sold by D. R. Meeugs.
Shiloh's atarrh Bemedy.
A marvelous cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria. Can-
ker muut.i. and Head Ache. With each bottle
there is an Ingenlons nasal Injector for the more
successful treatment ol these complaints without
extra charge. Price 50 cts. Sold by D. R. Meeugs.
ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
«vl office at Uraafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from KUo 12 a. m. 28-ly.
y ATKS, O. K., Physician and Surgeon.
X at his residence, Ovcrysd, Mich. Office
PhMJgnpkir.
Jj^IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
Tobacci aid Cigars.
'PE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigara,Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
• Mixed traloa.
t Rons daily, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All tralna ran by Chicago time.
§mwt i»Kt0n).
ttonaya.
YJfWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
XX Notary Pnblic; River atreet.
'TfO BRIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
IfX Leppig's Bloc*, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Baslness m Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Countie
wdU be pro nptly alien ded to. 0-ly a
Watelu aad Jiwilry.
I) RE YUAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
|j dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and EUthth Street.
t 0. of 0. P.
Holland City Lodge, No. 122, IndcpendentOrder
of Odd Fellowe, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellowa Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tueaday Evening
Of each week
Visiting brothera arecordlaliy invited.
Will. U. Rooms, N. O.
M. Hakumotom, tt. 8.
7. A. X.
A RauuLABCoramunication of Unity Lodox,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hal.
'lolland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Ang.
3,at7j’clock .sharp.
H. C. Matbau. W. M.
D. L. Boro. Sec'v.
A large Block of bleached and un-
bleached cottons, and all kind* of dress
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
the store of Q. VAN PUT TEN & SONS.
Ladies are especially invited to call andinspect. 12-tf
~i - ---
The finest Soda Water, Candies and
Cigars at (Ifi-tf) E. 8. Dangrkmond’s.I - -
Just received at the store of G. Van
Pullen & Sons, a large stock of new goods,
consisting ol all kinds of ginghams, table
linens, groceries, brushes of every de-
scription, notions, etc., etc. ̂  26-tf
A full line of straw huts has just ar-
rived at ihe store of G. VAN PUTTEN
A SONS, ranging from 5 cents to the
nicest and costliest. 12-tf
It is Important to travelers to know
that special inducements are offered by
the Burlington route. It will pay you to
read their advertisement to be found else-
Miere in ibis issue. 15-7m.
TIeo. Kortlaider. _ AMD) H. Mlamler.
Kortlander Bros.,
We sell more tine Whiskies than any other
honae In the State.
[orriciAL.l
Common Council.
Holland, Mich., August 17, 1881.
The Common Council rant In regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen present: Ter Vreo, Rutkan, Bcuke-
ma. Winter, Kulte, and the clerk.
Minutes nflaM meeting read and approved.
Aid. Kramer appeared during the reading of the
mlnutea and took his seat.
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Otto Breyman. 4 ellver police badges ....... $ 6 00
J. Fllcman. repairing hose cart ............. 10 00
Cappou & Bcruch Leather Co., work 00 Mill
irect ........................ .. 20 CO
D. R. Meengs sal. as Treas. June and July... 45 88
P. H. McBride sal. as Ait’y Jn'y .......... ;. fl 25
—A 'lowed and warrants ordered lasned on the
Treasurer for the amount.
Aid. Landaal appeared and took his seat.
REPORTS OP STANDING OOMMimtS.
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported that
the Job on Sixteenth street, between Land street
and the cemetery, was completed and recommend
that a warrant be Issued In favor of John Klaasen
the person who had done the work; also asked
that they be allowed to exp nd a frrtbersumof
eight dollars In order to complete the work and
make the mad durable, provided the township
would expend a like amount.— Approved, request
granted and a warrant ordered issued lu favor of
John Klaasen,.
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported that
the Cappou and Ucrtsch Leather Co., requested
permission to cover one side of Fish si met. be-
tween Severn h and Eighth streels. with leslher
shavings to be removed as soon ns the gravel be-
came settled so that tbclr teams could carry loads
thereon, provided the Connell ordered the remov-
al of the same.— Request granted by a twn-*hlrds
vote of all the Aid. elect concurring therein by
yeas and nays as follows:
Yeas-Ter Vree, Beukema, Kramer, Winter,
Landaal and Knlte.-fl.
Nays— Butkiiu-1.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semt-
monthly report of the Director of the Poor and
said committee, recommending *4145 for the sup-
port of the poor, for the 8 weens ending Sept.
7, Itj81.— Approved and warrants ordered Issued
on the City Ticasurcr for the amounts.
The Com. also reported having Issued two orders
for temporary relief, amount $0, which was ap-
proved.
COMMUNICATIONS THOM CITT omCEHS.
The Engineer of the Fire Department reported
having organized a Are company to take chaige of
Engine No. 1 an# rocom mended that the same be
approved and cenlflcato* ol memben-hlp be Issued
- Adopted and the Clerk directed to Issue cer-
tifleates and enter the names on tbe records of the
Are department.
The Clerk reported having Issued his warrant,
conutcrsigned by tbe Mayor, on the City Treasurer
In favor of Ryder A McDonald, con rsctors for
graveling Fish street, In the sum of $290.40.-Ap-
proved.
The CUv Surveyor reported the Job of graveling
part of Fish street completed and on motion of
Aid. Kramer Connell adjourned to Friday, Ang. 19,
at 4 o’clock, p. m. to meet at Aid. Butkan’s store to
examine the Job of graveling done on part of Flab
street.— Adopted.





No. 114 Canal Street,
Grand Rapids, - Michigan.
The finest Whiskies in the World.
“Bakers’ Pure Hand-made Soar Mash Bourbon.**
tThe best in the State.) “Kentucky Pride" hand
made soar mash. "Jackson Sour Mash." The
finest latbe Land. “Honey dew Bourbon." “J.
R. Claji* “8. 8. Miller’s Rye." The Limestone
Creek Soar Mash, and tbe finest line of Imported
and Domestic Wines.
22-fim KORTLANDER BROTHERS.
1 had a long conversation to-day with a
very intelligent specimen of a Boer, who
forms in Newcastle one of the guard that
accompanies the Boer leaders attending
on the commission. He spent Ihe alter*
noon in my camp, and gave me a rehears-
al of the dlficrant modes of fighting
among the Boers. First of all he began
by trying his hand at shooting bottles,
distant 100 yards, with a fifteen Winches-
ter repealer which I lent him for the pur-
pose. With this weapon, however, he
failed to accomplish any decided success,
(be bullets falling close all round, but the
bottles remaining untouched.
"I cannot shoot with your rifle,” ho ob-
served, “but give me a Martini-Henry and
I will pick off two bottles at 200 yards.” I
sent up to the camp for a Martini-Henry
carbine, which Ihe Boer laid hold of with
a great deal more apparent confidence,
and in the first two shots verified his boast,
for the bottles were immediately shivered
to atoms. He next proceeded to show me
the Boer mode oi shooting from behind
rocks and stones. “The great mistake
your soldiers made,” he observed, “was lo
aim over the stone at the enemy, but we
always fire round the corner.” Throwing
himself flat on the ground, he proceeded
to put this remark into practice, aid
dragging himself lithely along, peered
cautiously routjMhe right hand corner of
a low stone that only just concealed his
form from sight of the supposed enemy.
Removing his hat, he raised it ilowly
aloft on the top of his ramrod and man-
euvered it so as to cause it to have tbe
'appearance of a man’s bead cautiously
taking note of Uie enemy. At Ibis bat an
English soldier m supposed to have taken
a pot shot, when the Boer suddenly let it
fall, and, bringing his body round ihe
corner, look steady aim and fired at a
black bottle some 100 yards distant, which
in another moment was smashed to atoms.
Another method of shouting on horse-
back lie showed me m a brilliant and effec-
tive manner. Mounting his horse and
uttering a loud cry he sent it galloping up
a bill as hard as it could go. Buddenly,
without a word of warning, tbe left foot
was pressed backwards over the saddle,
tbe mamwas on bis feet and the horse
slopped Instantaneously, and as if spell-
bound. Standing erect, tbe Boer aimed
coolly at a distant bottle and knocked it
over, then springing into tbe stddic, be
executed tbe same mancuvre in two op-
osite directions, with signal and unerring
aim and effect. This man was one of the
180 who first stormed and took tbe Majnba
heights. He says that Joubert’i only
words were: ‘‘Fellows take that hill;” and
they hastened to obey. The reason why
so few men advanced to the attack was be-
cause Joubeit anticipated and made sure
that the English would endeavor simul-
taneously to lake tl^p Nek, as well as sur-
prise them on the left, and be retained
men to defend the positions mentioned.
Finding, however, his fears were ground*
less, he dispatched fresh men to the assist-
ance of their comrades, but by tbe time
they arrived the Majuha hill had been
taken. The Nlnety-becond, be informed
me were the flru they encountered, and
his regiment fought stoutly, but were
driveu back on to tbe plateau towards the
Fifth-eighth. Bbth bravely defended tbe
position until Colley tell, when panic, he
affirms, seized our men. The whole scene
was, however, so enveloped in smoke that
he could make no accurate note of any*
ihing anti confusion prevailed everywhere.
Sir George Colley he declares to have
been shot while in the act of tying a white
handkerchief to a ramrod. The Boers
did not know at the time that this person-
age was Sir George. This is one of the
few Boer versions of the Majuba fight
that I have heard from men who actually
took part in the first advance to storm the
plateau. Each tale tallies similarly with
the other, and 1 atu Inclined to think R is
truthfully [o\d.— Buffalo River Cor. London
Morning Post.
Jubilee Organi,
There are makers who seek to earn and
fix a reputation for first-claaa work which
shall he for all time. Among these may
be noted the Mendelssohn Piano Com-
pany, manufacturers of the popular
Jubilee Organs, which are rapidly be*
coming known, and which do not fail to
hold every inch of ground they ouco
occupy. .
So thorough is the inspection of the
various purls, and of the whole, that when
an instrument goes out of the house a
guarantee for five years -long enough to
break down and wear out two common
organs— Is given the purchaser. The
Jubilee Organ Is eminently an organ for
the people.— AouislMfl, Ky., Commercial.
Having had occasion lo purchase organs
of this Company for our. own personal
friends, and having found them to bo all
that was claimed fur them after years of
thorough irlal, and having repeatedly
visited their factory in New York city,
we are prepared to assert, from our own
knowledge of the manufacturers and their
organs, that their work Is not excelled by
any manufacture now in the market.
In short, the Mendelssohn Plano Com-
pany’s instruments are eminently the
peoples organs, and are worthy of the
enviable reputation they so certainly en-
joy. We cordially recommend them lo
the confidence and patronage of «the
public; we advice them to communicate
with the Company, at its headquarters Id
New York, and l*K»k over their circular
and price list.— T/w Independent.
--- -
A Signal Victory.
The value of electricity as a remedial
agent has gained a signal victory over
prejudice. Thomas* Ecleclnc Oil Hands
foremost in this class of compound.
Testimonials from all parts tell of the
wondrous cures of rheumatism, neuralgia,
hurts, and sores, etc., effected by its
agency.
While in Chicago recently a citizen of
Jackson was paid a trade dollar in a busi-
ness transaction, which afterward, on a
close examination, he found quite defec-
tive in weight. Upon carefully scrutin-
izing it further he detected a little pin
emerging from the edge, and prening it,
the face of tbe coin flew open, revealing
inside the photo of a lady’s countenance.
So admirably is tbe work done that when
closed the eye can not delect the place of
contact of the detached circular face with
the body of the piece.
• Physical Buffering.
No one can realize, except by personal
experience, tbe anguish of mind and
body endored by sufferers from dyspepria,
Indigestion, constipation, and other dis-
eases of the stomach, Burdock Blood
Bitters are a positive core for tbia direst
of all diseases. Price fl.OO, trial size
10 cents. —
Thanks.
Thos. Howard, Bradford, Pa., write*:
"I enclose money tor Spring Blossom as l
said I would if it enred me; my dyspepsia
has vanished with all its symptoms. Many
thanks; I shall never be wlthoot it in the






Tire honse of a negro named Charles
Moody, nt Lake Village, N. H., keb burned on
July 4. throe children perishing in the llamee.
The Coroner’s Jury finds that the littlo ones
were murdered by their parents and the house
set on fire tp conceal the crime ____ Judge James
D. Colt, of the Massachusetts Supreme bench,
committed suicide at his office in Pittsfield,
Mass. He held the revolver against
his right temple. For some time ho
has been in very bad health....
The main exhibition building at Philadelphia
has been sold to an agent of the Pennsylvania
railroad for $97,000. The building cost
$1,600,000. Some 75,000,000 feet of lumber
and 8,500,000 pounds of iron were used in its
construction. ____ Four colored men have gone
on duty with the police force at Philadelphia.
They are the first on record, and are regarded
with great curiosity.
Thb widow of ex-Preaident Fillmore
has just died at her home in Buffalo. She was
in her 71st year. In October last she suffered
a severe stroke of paralysis. The only survivor
of the cx-President is an unmarried son by his
first wife.... Maud 8. lowered her record to
2:10j^ in a mile on the Rochester track. Vauder-
bilt was present to witness her triumph ____
Gen. Grant has purchased a house on East
Sixty-sixth street, between Fifth and Madison
avenues, New York, for $95,000 ..... CoL Henry
B. Hayes, one of the leading coal operators of
Pittsburgh, who won a Captaincy in the regular
army, was Secretary of Legation at Copenha-
gen, and made a fortune of over $3,000,000,
died after a lingering illness.
The Emigration Commissioners of
New York have commenced suit against the
steamship companies to recover $40,000 in-
spection duty, being $1 for each immigrant
landed at Castle Garaeu during June and July.
The suit is brought under an act passed at the
last session of the New York Legislature,
and its constitutionality is called in
question by the steamship ovners .....
The death is announced at Wilkesbarre, Pa., of
Stephen Butler, aged 92 years. Ho was the
sou of Colonel Zebulon Butler, who com-
manded the settlers at the tnassacre of Wyo-
ming in 1778. — Ex-Congressman Origen S.
Seymour, formerly Chief Judge of the Supreme
Court of Connecticut, died at Litchfield.
E. M. Marks, of Rome, Ga., and C.
M. Creswell, of Melbansville, N. O., students
of Eastman College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., tried
to row across the bow of a steambsat Their
boat was smashed and both were drowned.
THE WEST.
Representatives of nearly all the
rolling-mills west of Pittsburgh convened at
Cincinnati, and passed resolutions to pay only
Pittsburgh prices for skilled labor auu to em-
ploy only non-union workmen ____ A flood at
Central City. Col., caused by the bursting of a
rain-cloud, aid damage of $50,000. One mau
was killed. A volume of water five feet high ran
through the streets, and at some points the
debris was piled up twenty-five feet high....
A blaze at Pawnee City, Neb., swept away more
than half the business portion of the town,
thirty firms having been burned out The loss
is placed at $45,000.
A frightful explosion, resulting in
the death of five persons, occurred in St. Clair
county, DL Laborers on the farm of Henry
Young prepared to return to work after break-
fast, and were approaching the steam thresh-
ing machine, when the boiler burst, scat-
tering destruction in evvy direction. Five
men were killed outright, and five others were
so seriously injured that their lives are de-
spaired of, The machine was shattered in a
thousand pieces, and the wheat took fire, which
spread to all the surrounding property. The
stock-yard and all its contents were consumed
in the flames.
Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, the distin-
guished Methodist divine, is to bo arraigned
for heresy next month, at Chicago. He is
charged with denying the truth of the doc-
trines of inspiration and atonement taught by
the church, and teaching the doctrine of pro-
bation after death for those who die
in sin, thereby antagonizing the doctrine
of endless punishment for thu wicked.
The trial will excite widespread interest....
Late advices from New Mexico report great
alarm in that Territory over atrocities perpe-
trated by renegade Indians. A party of six or
more killed seven persous near Elrita. An-
other baud of twelve tired into a camp of
Atchison railway men near Rincon.
Lightning struck the Atlantic Flour
Mills at St. Louis and in an instant the whole
structure was in flames. Four of the opera-
tives perished in the building. . Several others
were badly hurt and bruised, some, it is feared,
fatally, in escaping. It was beyond human
power to save the mills, which were valued
at $290,000, and insured for $150,000 .....
The Supreme Court of Nebraska has pro-
nounced constitutional in every particular the
liquor law which compels saloon-keepers to pay
licenses of $600 or $1,000 and give $5,000
bonds.... At the chain - of lakes, near
Waupaca, Wia., some scientists have
exhumed from an Indian mound a skull
of nearly twice the usual size ...
A band of cowboys recently attacked a caravan
from Sonora on the way to Arizona, kilted four
of the party, and carried off $5,000 and the
pack animals. The civil anthorities in Arizona
seem powerless, and the Mexicans hold the
Americans responsible for the outrags*.
The wheat crop of Nebraska is pro-
nounced a failure. Barley, oats, rye and flax
will provs a fair crop. Owing to the excessively
hot weatberandthetot&labsenceof rain recently
the corn crop will not be near an average ....
The fall-wheat crop of Illinois, according to
the State Agricultural Department, shows a
falling off of about 59 per cent, from the crop
of last year, and is probabl? the worst in quali-
ty and quantity grown in tbe State for twenty
ears. The crop of thb year will not dis-
hearten the farmers of the State, however, and
it is probable that a larger area will be sown
thb fall than ever before.
William Campbell has served nearly
five years in the Wisconsin penitentiary for the
assassination of Dan O’Hara at Chippewa Falls.
C. W. Chase, a life prisoner in that institution,
now confesses that he perpetrated the crime
for winch Campbell was incarcented....
Dispatches from New Mexico state that the
situation b more serious than ever before a*
regards outbreaks of the Mescalero Apaches.
Indians in small bands are raiding the country,
and it is utterly impossible for troops to come
up with them. Reports of murders and depre-
dations committed by them upon bobted com-
inuuilies come in every day, and there b no
telling the damage done or the number of lives
lust since they have been in the field.
A duel has token place in Indian
Territory between T. O. Carpenter, a Choctaw
chief, and CoL Amo* Price, a prominent Creek.
The latter was killed, and the former fatally
injured. . . .It is reported In St. Loub that the
two chief barge hues on the Lower Mississippi
have been consolidated, with a capital of 13,-
000,009. The amalgamation will give a
fliot of twenty-three tugs and 149 barges,
having a ca^city of 8.000,000 bushels....
The jailer at Klbsaa City made the discovery
that Bill Byan, the Glendale train- robber, had
a bunch of burglar’s saws in his coil, and had
cut three aides of a large square iu tbe iron door.
. . . .A prominent physician of Cincinnati reports
twenty well-defined cases of typhoid fever
imong the 400 English colonists at ftugby,
Tenn. A corps ot physicbns and nurses has
been dispatched to the afflicted settlement
Bad drinking-water was the chief cause of the
epidemic.
THE SOUTH.
All prominent places in New Orleans
were adorned, a few nights ago, with placards,
signed by tbe Committee of Safety, which de-
clare that the laws must bo enforced, corrup-
tion in office stopped, and hoodiumbm put
down.
Charles Crocker, President of the
Southern Pacific road, reports the laying of a
mile of track per day beyond El Paso, and pre-
dicts that the lino will, by July next, bo finished
to Galveston.
Benjamin Bird, a colored man, was
banged at Jacksonville, Fia., for tbe murder of
a policeman during a riot at that place in
Jfine, 1880. Bird confessed hb crime before
he was taken on the scaffold, bat there asserted
hb innocence. The noose broke once, and it
was only after a second spring of the trap that
Bird was dispatched. George Griffin, colored,
was also hanged at Birmingham, Ala — The
war in Perry county, Ark., is at an end, and the
brave militia have returned to their homes.
In tho darkness the engineer of a
freight train on the Memphis and Charleston
railroad mistook for sheep three negroes who
had laid down on tbe track to sleep, and two
of them were killed and third badly wounded.
GENERAL.
A Washington telegram of the 11th
inst. says “ To-day President Garfield wrote
his first letter since the shooting. It was to his
mother at Mentor, and assured her of his confi-
dence in recovery. Mrs. Garfield read to him
considerably to-day, both from private letters
and newspapers, The President is beginning
to take much interest in public affairs.”
An accident, caused by a passenger
train running over a cow, on the Grand Trunk
railway, near Prescott, Canada, . resulted in tho
instant death of tho engineer, the serious
wounding of the fireman, baggage-master, two
express messengers, and various iu juries to a
number of passengers.
A collision of freight cars near
Wooster, Ohio, caused the death of a brakeman
named John Whitaker, and the destruction of
two engines and fourteen loaded cars.... The
whaler Abbott Lawrence, which was Uwed into
SL Johns in a disabled condition, reports that
during January and February the mercury
ranged between 18 and 75 degrees below zero
at Marblo island. The whaling season, was a
failure, because the ice-packs prevented the
whalers from moving a ship s length .....
Henry W. Howgato, disbursingtoffleer of the
signal service, wss arrested at Mount Clemons,
Mich., charged with obtaining $40,000 of Gov-
ernment funds by means of fraudulent vouch-
ers, and taken to’ Washington.
POLITICAL.
The “ Civil-Service Reform Associa-
tion of the United States" met at NewporL R.
L, under the Presidency of George William
Curtis, and adopted resolutions approving the
Civil-Service Reform bill introduced into tbe
United States Senate last session by Mr. Pen-
dleton, of Ohio, calling on members of Con-
gress and Senators to aid in making the bill
taw; favoring competitive examinations at
various convenient points in the United
States for those who might wish to
be examined for positions in the civil
serrice ; declaring it necessary that the
Civil-Service Reform League of’ New York
should be aided in its work by local organiza-
tions, and declaring that tbe bill introduced in
the House of Representatives last session by
Mr. Willis, of Kentucky, provides practical anil
judicious measures for tbe remedy of the abuse
known as political assessment, and urging un-
compromising opposition to arbitrary removals
from office, and the interference of members of
Congress with the exercise of the appointing
power.
The Republicans of Virginia met in
State Convention at Lynchburg. The “Straight-
outs "were in a minority, but their leaders,
Congressmen Dezendorf and Jorgensen, and
uio Unairiuan of the State Central Committee
played a sharp trick on the Coalitionists, shut
them out from the conventiou hall, and admit-
ted oply those who would act under their
instructions. Those who wefe shut out
oigamzed a convention of their own. A com-
mittee of conference was then appointed. The
conference committee failed to bring about
peace. Tbe Coalitionists, or Maboneites in-
dorsed the regular ReadjnsUr platform and
adjourned without making nominations.
The “Straight-outs" nominated Geu. Will-
iam C. Wickham for Governor, Sam-
uel M. Yost, of Staunton, for
Lieutenant Governor, and Judge Willoughby,
of Alexandria, for Attorney General All these
gentlemen have declined, however, and it is
probable tliat no other persous will be nomiu-
aled in tbeir places, in which case there will be
a square, fair, stand-up fight between Read-
justers and Democrats.
The Republican State Central Com-
mittee of California recommend Marcus D. Bo-
ruck for Secretary of the United States Senate.
WASHINGTON.
A Washington telegram says of Gui-
teau, the assassin: “ He has now been confined
in jail over five weeks. It is rather
a singular fact that no one has ever
called npon him at the jail with a
friendly purpose, that daring bis wanderings in
this city he never made one friend who now
manifests any substantial interest in him ; that
no letter baa been received by Gniteau proffer-
ing him coonsil or assistance. Bach an abso-
lute destitution of friends is something unpre-
cedented even in the case of theuneanest crimi-
nals. Ho has never asked to hare anybody sent
for. Officials at tbe jail state that Guiteau
is a very tractaole prisoner. The representa-
tions frequently made that he is rest-
less and querulous are not founded on fact
Ho is more composed now and less nervons
haa when first taken to jail. He has settled
down, the officials say, to await philosophically
for the result. At no time since his confine-
ment, it is stated by bis attendants, has he
xhown any raauifestatkm of sorrow or remorse.
Hh shows some anxiety about the President's
condition and hopes that he will recover.”
Gen. Maximo Jabxz, Nicaraguan
Minister to the United States, died suddenly at
his residence at Washington.
Washington telegrams of the 12th
inst report the President’s condition, at that
date, as fairly satisfactory. The pulse ruled
rather high, but the attending surgeons seemed
to view this lightly, and asserted that
the patient was steadily improv-
ing. Dr. Bliss was slightly poisoned ‘by a
cut from one of the knives used in removing
(he pus from tbe President’s wound. Dr.
Blackburn, the Governor of Kentucky, ex-
presMis the opinion that Guitean’s ballot was
deflected to the spinal oolumn, and that the
fresident will undoubtedly die from . his
wound.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Washington telegrams of Aug. 15
state that, owing to a slight gastric difficulty,
the President’s condition was hardly as favor-
able as on the fey previous days. When in
ordinarv health tho President has occasionally
HUffcrod from indigestion, but the present at-
tack is all tho more serious as the medical staff
are working to supply the lost strength. In
spite of sensational articles in the newspapers
and the ominous forebodings of im-
patient critics, his surgeous coiifldentlv predict
the ultimate recovery of the*patieut Tbehigh.
pulsation is, they say, not a dangerous symp-
tom in itself, and is at this time tho result of
indigestion. There is no iutentiou on the part
of tho Burgeons of endeavoring to extract the
bullet They believe that it is uow encysted,
and therefore incapable of doiug more harm.
Before leaving for New York Dr. Hamiltou ex-
pressed himself in a very hopeful manner, ex-
plaining that time will be required to diminish
the pus-secreting surface, and that until then
a marked improvement oauuot reasonably be
expected. Said the doctor : “You may assure
the public that the President will get well if
they will only wait patiently for tho result" ....
According to figures furnished by the Super-
vising Inspector General of Steam Vessels, there
were 268 lives lost of passengers and crews
upon merchant steam vessels of the United
States during tho last fiscal year. Compared
with the previous year there has been an in-
crease m the number of lives lost of eighty-
three persons.
Dispatches from the capital on the
16th inst say that “yesterday was tho most
unfavorable day which the President passed
since the second day after tho shooting. His
stomach . refused to perfonn its functions,
and nourishmeut had to be administered
by injection. Vomiting and nausea oc-
curred several times during tbe day.
Tbe patient’s pulse went at an alarming rate,
rising at one time to 130. The physicians
were evidently much alarmed, but refused
to speak much. The Cabinet officers evinced
the greatest anxiety. The streets at the capi-
tal were thronged with eager, sorrowful crowds
anxious to hear the latest uews. Dr. Bliss,
who had been uniformly sanguine and hopeful,
is quoted as saying last night that if thd Presi-
dent's stomach does not improve he will die.
It was n^t apprehended that death would
ensue to-day iu the event no improvement oc-
curs, but it is evident from the expressions of
the physicians that unless the stomach quickly
recovers its tone the gravest results in the near
future are apprehended. At midnight tho
President was resting qnieUy, his pulse had
somewhat subsided, and he was free from nau-
sea and vomiting, but there was reason to be-
lieve that these symptoms would return if food
should be administered." ___ ___
FOREIGN.
At Shoeburyness, England, the Cana-
dian artillery team won the Marquis of Lorno’s
prize for the battery which could quickest un-
mount and remount field pieces. They were in
competition with and beat eleven teams of Brit-
ish volunteer artillery ..... At Jastrow, in Western
Prussia, in Pomerania, and in Western Russia
the Jews are suffering persecution. In Russia
sixteen villages have been burned, and at
Karcz,. thirty-nine persona were killed ____
Minister Foster reports that the Russian whea
crop bids fair to be the largest ever raised in
the empire ..... The Boer Government has been
formally proclaimed. It is to bo known as tho
South African Republic.
There were ninety-eight deaths from
yellow fever in Havana during tho month of
July, and during the week ending Aug. 5 there
were thirty-six deaths and 200 cases in that
city — The Cornell University boat crew en-
deavored to beat the Austrians ou the Danube
at Vienna, and secured a lead of four lengths,
but the collapse of one oarsman ended the
struggle at the center of the course. The Vi-
enna crew won a trophy valued at £250 . . .
A machine operated by four clerks, which
telegraphs 1,200 words per minute, is a
fixture of the electrical exhibition at Paris.
____ There has been very littlo rain in Switz-
erland for tbe last two months. The
rass burned up, and there is no chance to
arvest the usual second hay crop ____ John
Hill Burton, the Scottish historian and bi-
ographer, is dead.
Raids continue to be made by insur-
gent Arab tribes, which, not content with rav-
aging Eastern and Southern Tunis, have now
turned to the thicker-populated and richer do-
main bordering on Algeria. There appears to
be a paucity of French troops in both govern-
ments, and tho Arabs have thing# all their own
way.
Two Americans were assassinated near
Altaian, Mexico, recently. Two persons were
arrested on suspicion of being their murderers,
but Wi re shot dead while attempting to escape.
____ Indian Agent Tiffany, at tho San Carlos
Agency, Arizona, apprehends trouble with the
While Mountain Indians, tbe Santos, and
tbo S&n Carlos Indians, who are grow-
ing restive and quarrelsome under the
influence of the “ medicine men. ”
Nana and his band of Indian fiends are said to
be nearly 150 miles south of the Atlantic and
Pacific railroad in New Mexico. Sixty volun-
teers from Socorro are engaged iu guarding
mines. Thirteen meu were killed by Apaches
at Alamosa in one day.... State militia to the
number of 10.000 have already given notice of
their intention to participate iu the Yorktowncentennial ,
Crop reports received by tbe Depart-
ment of Agriculture give the condition of
spring wheat at 81, against 88 last year and 81
in 1879 at the same time. Compared with tbo
crop last year, there is reported a heavy de-
crease in tho States of Iowa and Illinois ; a
slight decrease in Minnesota, Nebraska and
California ; while in Wisconsin and ali the
New England . States there is an increase]
Reports from Dakota indicate a fan-
crop, with a large increase in acreage.
Tho condition of tobacco is somewhat lower
than at this time last year. The general condi-
tion of corn is 77— a very coiisideiable decline
since last month, when it stood at 90. In
Augu t, 1880, the ccnditiou was 98, which,
however, was exceptionally high. Tho Atlan-
tic coast States make a showing somewhat
better than tho general average, except
iu South Carolina, where the excessive drought
has cut dowu the figures to 41. Louisiana and
Texas are the next lowest of tho coast States,
from tho same cause, reporting 67 and 46 re-
spectively. Tennessee is the lowest of tho in-
terior States, its average falling to 63. In the
great corn-growing region the highest reports
are 95 in Wisconsin and 92 in Nebraska, and
the lowest 74, in Kansas.
Anti-J ewish disturbances occurred at
Stettin. Seven hundred men paraded the
streets denouncing the children of Israel,
Foityof the proccRsiouists were arrested. At
Schievelbein, Pomerania, Jewish property was
injured 150,000 maiks* worth, and the munici-
pality will have to pay the damage.
Charles Stewart, a negro, killed his
wife with a hatchet at Bay St Loai«, Miss., aud
was taken from jail and lynched. His father
in-law prayed for him, aud then helped to hany
him.
CROP REPORTS.
The Minneapolis Tribune prints estimates of
tho yield of wheat in every county of Minne-
sota, showing as follows : Total yield, 49,856,685
bushels ; average per acre, a fraction leas than
fourteen bushels ; excess over last year, 1,484,-
880 bushels. Nearly all the grain iu tho State
will grade No. 1. Oats aud barley are a flue
yield. Corn prospect unequa led crop.
A telegram from. Den Moines, Iowa, says :
“The reports so far gathered at thU point from
most ofithe counties are rather discouraging
for a good crop. Wheat, taking tho State over,
will hardly yield tho seed used iu planting.
Thousands of acres. have not been touched, and
others harvested which left the farmer in debt
for tbo cost of harvesting."
^ A gentleman who lately returned to Lincoln,
Nob., from the western part of tbo State, re-
portj^om in a very baa conditiou. He says
thatwno fields are “ all dried up," and tliat,
unless there ia rain soon, the crop will be al-
most a total failure iu Western Nebraska.
A Kansas £ity paper prints reports from
nearly every town iu Kansas reached by tele-
graph giving the condition of tho ’crops.
“Consiueral'le alarm Los been caused by the
continued dry weather, but tbe reports are iu
the main cheering, showing that the damage
up to the present time has been much less than
feared here. Taking into account tbo increased
acreage aud tho failure of the crops in the
western portion of Uie State last year, it seems
fair to eotimate that this year’s’ crop of both
wheat aud corn in Kansas will be near-
ly up to the amount produced last year,
provided ram comes in a week or so. Some
sections have suffered severely, while others
sWill produce au average crop.* In localities
which suffered last year, with some exceptions,
there is a cbeenng prospect at present. Taken
al! iu ali, there is as yet uo cause tor senoiui
alarm. Reports from Southwestern Missouri
are much the same as from Kansas."
There has been another dynamite
scare m Liverpool. Five rifles were placed
among some bales of cotton ou tho Nelson dock
at that city. Toe man who placed them there
escaped after a struggle with the watchman. . . .
An old building, four stones high, situated in
tbe most frequented part of Vienna, fell sud-
denly. The greater part of the house was
occupied by •offices and fashionable stores.
Twenty persons were killed and thirty persons
were seriously injured ____ All the news from
Tunis allows that tho insurrection among the
native tnlies is spreading with alarming ra-
pidity, aud that a holy war is imminent
Signor Merinetti, a distinguished
member of the Italian Alpine Club, was
killed by an avalanche on Mount Rosa.
PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
Washington, Ang. 17.
There has been little, if auy, improvemont in
tbe President's condition since yesterday morn-
ing. The fact is, his stomach has completely
given out. It rejects even lime-water, and
nourishment has to be administered by injec*
tion. The pulse continues to beat with alarm*
lug rapidity. There is gloom at the capital
The Cabinet officers dread the worst, and the
physicians have not felt justified in saying any-
thing which might lead to hope.
A gentleman who has seen tho President
within a day or two says he was so shocked at
his altered appearance that he could scarcely
conceal his sense of painfol surprise. His ema-
ciated features, bis fallen eyes, the skin drawn
tightly across his face, told a tale of suffering
and weakness that the .information dribbled
out in daily bulletin* had’ not conveyed to our
auxions nation.
Ex-Senator Gonkling stated to an Associated
Presa reporter yesterday that he thought the
conn ry was passing through the most danger-
ous cr.sis in it* nisiory, and that the President's
dcaih wonhl be voo of the most dangerous
things which cqUld happen it Ho taid he
did not intend to lea^e Now York should the
Pres'deut grow wtrse, uukss to offer his
^eiv^to tii«* bereaved family oi the Presi-
dent. •* .» V.J J:-. .!< Jt.
Guitcan, the assassin, is reported to be feeling
very nervous. '1 ho movements of the jail offi-
cials and i bo doubling of tbo military guards
set ui to have led bin) to think that a crisis iu
tub President’s condition is approaching,
aud he has become somewhat excited
in consequence. Ho evidently has a
great dread of the wrath of the people, and
Liri attempts to appear unconcerned and to
make it appear1 that no considers that in shoot-
ing the President he was doing a commendable
act are easily scon through. Ho wants to bo
considered insane on certain subjects, but will
hardly succeed.
If you meet jan acquaintance ndiila
you are walking with a friend, ddkiot
introduce them.
Glycerine.
The name is derived from a Greek
word signifying “sweet,” and has refer-
ence to taste. As oil consists of acids
and glycerine, the latter is obtained by
separating the oil— tlie same ia true of
fat — into its component parts.
The uses ol glycerine are becoming more
and more extended and valuable. There
is no application that is better than a
few drops rubbed daily over the hands,
to keep them moist and smooth. The
hands should be first moistened with
water, as the glycerine otherwise ab-
sorbs moisture from the skin.
Glycerine and carbolic acid — three
ounces of the former to fifteen grains of
the latter— are among the most effective
applications for chapped hands, and
equally for a scurfy skin. It may be
used two or three times a day.
Glycerine is also said to be exceed-
ingly effective in some cases of piles. A
gentleman who had suffered from them
for years, and whose case appeared to
defy medical treatment, was cured by
taking it daily with his food. A dose
would be from a half to a whole table-
spoonful
Writers in the London Lancet strong-
ly recommend it for acidity of stomach.
Its use for this trouble was first discov-
ered by a private gentleman, who had
long been a sufferer from it Having
read in the paper that glycerine kept
milk from souring, he said to himself,
“ Why won’t it keep me ? ”
He tried it with complete success, and
was able thenceforth to take food from
which he hod been forced to abstain. It
was subsequently employed by physi-
cians with like results.
It does not remove acidity ; it only
prevents its occurrence. Take from a
teaapoonful to a table-spoonful immedi-
ately after eating ; or take it in the tea
in place of sugar. — Youth's Companion.
The Penalty of a Day’s Philanthropy.
It’s a great thing to be a philanthro-
pist. So Mr. Goodheart thought, and
at the suggestion of his neighbor, Mr.
Snide, he resolved to have a grand pic-
nic for the poor bootblacks of the city at
his elegant country honse. So he sent a
man to limit up a lot of tho boys and
bring them out there one fine afternoon.
They came, a good hundred of them,
and the old gentlemen received them
I with smiling faces aud kind words.
“ Make yourselves right at home, boys,
and have just as good a time as you
know how to," he said to thorn. Then
he left them to go it and went into the
house. In about fifteen minutes his
head gardener came in and asked him if
he hod given thrfee of the boys permis-
sion to ride upon his Alderney cow, and
to throw rocks and hard names at who-
ever objected. Mr. G. said “ No,” and
went out to see about it. He finally in-
duced the boys to quit that amuoement,
and then his coachman came and said if
ho wanted to have any fish in his trout
pond he’d better go and stop tho boys
from fishing in it. He did so and began
to feel rather annoyed at their proceed-
ings. But he stood it and didn’t scold
Presently Ids dog flew by with p bottle
attached to his tail, and the whole gang
set off in pursuit, and ran over his flow-
er beds and into the conservatory and
upset valuable plants, and did a neap of
damage. Then he ordered the gang
started for tho city, and in hunting them
up four were found to have just got the
bam afire by smoking in the hay. Vig-
orous efforts, however, saved the build-
ing and the boys were shipped away*
And then Mr. G. sadly told his men to
try and repair the wreck while he went
over to see the neighbor who suggested
the affair. Aud they parted foes. And
Mr. G. declares he is not aud never will
bo a philanthropist. It’s harder than
being a hero.— /?o*/on Poet.
A Bostouian Mistake.
At a late Boston party the host said to
a guest: “I beg you to entertain Mr.
Blank a little ; he looks utterly forlorn
and bored to death. I will introduce
him and you must interest him. By
the way, his strong point is butter, on
which he has written a book.” The
lady guest graciously undertook the
task of entertaining the man, inwardly
wondering that he should bo so much
interested in butter (of which she knew
very little), when his face indicated a
mind given to much profound thinking.
However, with butter in view, she began
on the weather, gradually got to the
country, then onto a farm, from that to
cows and at last to butter. The man
looked more bored than ever, tho magic
word producing not tho slightest effect,
and he somewhat abruptly left her, and
soon withdrew from the house. “ I did
my beat,” she explained to the hostess ;
“I went through agonies to prove that
I was deeply interested in butter, but it
was all in vain.” “ Butter 1 ” exclaimed
the hostess, “what possessed you to
talk to that man of all men on butter f
I told you he had just written a book on
Buddha, and I knew how deeply you,
too, were interested in the same sub-
ject.” And they said in chorus, “Gra-
cious I ” — Boston Trctnscri pt.
A Curious Instance.
A few days ago a most singular ease
was heard in one of the Paris law courts.
A stone mason, named Jean Jeanzac, 30
years of age, was charged with trying to
make a prostitute of a young girl, Paul-
ine Vilettc, born in 18G5. The girl, it
seems, had run away from homo and
went to live with Jeanzac, but when they
were arrested both declared that she was
as pure as when she was born. In court
the girl made a statement which created
the grAtest sensation. She said it was
a voluntary act on her part, going away
from home to live with Jean. They had
gAut affection for each other, for he was
kind to her when her mother’s husband,
who was not her father, abused her.
They had slept together for weeks, but
never had Jean attempted to dishonor
her person, and she was still a virgin. In
proof of what she said she demanded
that medical experts should he sent for
and an examination held. The judge
s''iit for two prominent doctors, who
pronounced her worthy of the Montyon
prize— a reward given yearly by the
French academy to the most virtuous girl
in France. Of course Jean was acquitted.
— Paris Cor. Kansas City Times.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Rf.eveb ............................ $7 50 (312 00
Hons .............................. 5 75 Q 6 90
Cotton ............................ 12 O ^
Flour— Superfine .................. 4 10 @ 4 80
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............. 1 26 <a 1 28
No. 2 Red ................. 1 3u 6 1 33
Corn— Ungraded .................. 62 (4 61
0*tr— Mixed Western .............. 42 ̂  45
Pork— Mesa ........................ 17 75 (i*18 00
Lard .............................. 11*6 “X
CHICAGO.
Reeves— Choice Graded Stoera ..... 6 15 6 6 40 ,
Cows and Helfera ......... 3 00 6 4 00
Medium to Fair .......... 5 25 (4 5 M
Hogs .............. 5 23 «4 G 85
Flour— Fancy White winter Ex... 6 75 6 7 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 60 (4 6 00
WiiKAT— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 24 6 1 25
No. 3 Spring ............. 1 05 (4 l 10
Corn— No. 2 .......... ........... 57 6 58
Oath— No. 2 ..... : ...... . .......... 35 6 40
Rtk-No. 2 ........................ 88 6 W
Barley— No. 2 .................... . 95 (4 06
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 20 6 26
Koo»— Fresh ....................... 14 6 14*
Pomk— Mees ....................... 17 75 @18 00
Lard .............................. 11*@ 11*
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ..................... 1 20 @ 1 25
No. 2 ................ 1 19 @ 1 20
Corn— Na 2 ....................... 64 @ 55
Oati- No. 2 ....................... 37 @ 38
Rtk-No. 1 ........................ 88 @ 89
Barley— Na 2 ..................... 76 @ 77
Pork— Meu ....................... 17 60 @17 74
Laud ....................... H*@ 11*
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 1 24 @ 1 25
Corn— Mixed ...................... 68 @ 69
Oats— Na2 ....... . ........ ...... 36 @ 37
Rye : ............................. 90 @ 91
Pork — Mesa. ....... ................ 18 25 @18 50
Laud ............................. 11*@ 11*
^ CINCINNATI
Wheat ............. ... ...... 1 28 @ 1 20
Corn .............................. 57 @ 58
Oats ...................... 37 @ 38
................................ 95 @ 96
PoiiK-Meu....; ................... 17 75 @18 uo
La&d .............................. 11 @ H*
TOLEDO.
WHEAT-Na 1 White ............... 1 26 @ 1 27
Na 2 Red.... ............. 1 25 @ 1
Corn ................ 55 @ 56
Oats .............. 17 @ 38
DETROIT.
Flour— Choice ...... . ............. 8 W @ 7 25
WHEAT-Na 1 White .............. 1 *3 @ 1 24
Oorr— Na.L ................... 67 @ 68
Oats— Mixed ..................... « 0 «
Barley (per cental).,.., ........... 150 @2 30
Pork— Meu ....... .... ............. @19 50
INDIAN AFOLIS.
WHEAT-Na 2 Bed ................. 1 2# ® 1 28
Corn— No. 2 ........ ..... .... 54 @ 65
Oat* ........................ ill-"; 38 0 88
EAST LIBERTY, PA .
Oattle— Beat ...................... 6 10 @ 6 50 •
Fair ...................... 6 U0 @ 6 00
Common... .............. 4 50 @ 4 75
Hooa ................ 6 25 @ 6 85
Sheet ............................ 8 00 @ 4 00
, HOLLAND CITY. MIOHIGAK. *
Ewat^ow fofi ladies, *Vhose liOPr
raOTasrira
Me| day at a Saratoga ̂otel. i J  , > 
David K. Carroll, a Baltimore man-
ufacturer, who bequeathed .Bcyeral . 10118 raurt
ion dollars to his family, placed $100, 000 I ^ shrinkage
in the hands of his executors to defend
the jrill in case of litig^tlofl. 1 * ;w
John Miller, of Cleveland, Ohio, who
has heroically saved from drowning at
different times nearly 100 persons, has
been presented wiih a gold medal
worth $150 by the Cleveland Board of
Trade.
Dr. Tanner, it is said, is now prepar-
ing to fast three months, and is drawing
up a proposition to the medical profes-
sion of New York to that effect. He
said to a reporter that he can fast nine-
ty-tire days if fed on electricity, the air
in his room to be charged with a strong
current. This being positive, he can
obtain a negative element from the dis-
integration of his tissue. Ho is now
fattening for the fast, as plenty of adi-
pose is necessary.
A curious story comes from England
to the effect that the action of the Inter-
national Medical Congress, in refusing
to acknowledge the right of women to
practice medicine and surgery, was
caused by the action of Queen Victoria,
who, it is claimed, threatened, through
Sir William Jenner, to withdraw her
patronage from the congress if women
practitioners were admitted. This is
very unlike the Queen, who has always
encouraged the advancement of woiueu
in art and in science.
The great United States has 7.200 men
and 1,898 officers in ihj navy. Only
about one-fifth of these seamen are ever
at sea. One reason is that we haven’t
ships enough in sailing condition to ac-
commodate over one-third of them, even
if fully manned, and the other is that
they are away on leaves of absence and
shore duty-*and don’t care to ride the
foamy billow. We suppose they are also
in as bad a condition as Capt. Corcoran’s
crew, so far as the terpsichorean art is
concerned, but Secretary Hunt might
teach them a hornpipe during the dull
summer days, when he has notliing else
to do.
The locomotive commenced running in
1825, and at the beginning of 1880 the
railways of the world had reached the
enormous aggregate of 219, 8(H miles,
representing a capital investment esti-
mated at about $19,000,000,000 ! The
estimate for each grand division of the




Europe .................. 102.591 $12,188,000,010
North America ..... ...... num 5,333.000,000
South America ..... ...... 7, '200 465,000,000
Au-tralU ................ -UH 230,000,000
Africa ................... 3,024 200,000,000
649,000,000Aaia ....................... 8,983
Total ............... 219,804 $19,065,000,000
The estimate, if brought down to the
present time, would undoubtedly give
the full round number of 240,000 miles,
or ten times the circumference of the
globe.
In Western India, although snakes
are very numerous, the most experienced
sportsmen see but little of them, and
they may swarm in houses without the
occupants even suspecting it. On one
occasion Col Fraser, who has recently
published a book on sport in that re-
gion, observed that his fowls were dis-
appearing mysteriously from his bunga-
low, when the sight of some very young
cobras in his veranda suggested an ex-
planation. Accordingly, he questioned
a native inspector of buildings on the
subject The man told him that some
years before, when he had demolished a
few yards of his compound wall, a co-
bra appeared from every square foot ofit _ __
lx is entirely within bounds to esti-
mate from the crop reports which have
been received from all parts of the coun-
try that there will be shortage compar ed
with last year of at least 200,000,000
bushels of wheat and corn in the new
crop of the great grain-producing States
of the West, Northwest and Southwest.
Some effects of a short grain crop, says
the Chicago Tribune, are already ap-
parent. The most significant of these
is the late shrinkage in railroad stocks
in spite of all efforts to hold them up.
The “ bulls ” have been talking as con-
fidently as ever, but there is reason to
believe the more far-seeing ones have
been quietly unloading during the
past fortnight. There may be a
spasmodic recovery, but a short
grain crop almost certainly foreshadows
a depreciation in railroad stocks. At
the present time such an assurance is
strengthened by the circumstance that
these stocks have been: advaHa&lto the
highest notch by sja^cmative processes.
| A shortage of 200,000,000 bushels of
grain means a loss of 6,000,000 tons of
freight to the railroads, for the deficien-
cy in produce is taken from the exports ;
the people of the Western producing
States keep what they need for their
own consumption. A reduction of
6,000,000 tons in railroad shipments
of about
$24,000,000 upon the railroad re-
ceipts. But| thiavdoes not ‘jepiesapt
the total reduqtipyjn the parrying trade.
If the producers of the West have 200,-
000,000 of graii^less to sell, they will re-
strict their purchases in proportion, and
the West-bound shipments will fall off
according to the usual ratio of exchange.
It will be safe, therefore, to count upon
a deficiency of many millions in railroad
earqjngs, including the shrinkage in
shipments and the lower rates which a
consequently spirited competition will
surely bring about. It will be impossi-
ble to curtail expenditures in anything
like the same degree, and there will
necessarily be a material loss in the net
earnings of the roads. The iuteibst on
the bonds must be paid, and the "losses'
will fall upon the stockholders.
A CofoRADO editor, who has Visited
Salt Lake City, sayd : “ Mormonism is
growing, and the wealth of the church
is rapidly increasing. There is money
in it, and money hires brains. Some of
the wealthy Mormon merchants aposta-
tia^d because of an unwillingness to buy
titliings. Tne women are not inclined to
rebel against polygamy. In addition to
Utah, the Mormons have captured Idaho,
and expect to have a majority of the
voters of Arizona. They are coming to
Colorado in considerable numbers, and
calculate to secure toleration there by
holding the balance of power between
our two parties. They are industrious
and thrifty, and the corner-stone of
their church is not polygamy but super-
stition.”
The Santa Fe New Mexican gives the
following particulars of the killing of
the terrible outlaw William Bonny,
known as “ Billy the Kid,” by Sheriff
Pat Garrett, of Lincoln county, New
Mexico: Garrett was informed of the
Kid’s whereabouts while in Lincoln
county, and arrived at Sumner in search
of the outlaw after nightfall At about
midnight he went to the house of Peet
Maxwell, accompanied by two men
named John W. Poe and T. M. McKinny,
whom he had brought from home with
him. The two men were told to stand
on guard at the gate, while Garrett went
on and entered the room of Mr. Maxwell.
The latter was in bed at the time, and
Garrett quickly informed him of the
object of his visit. He had scarcely
done so when in walked “ Billy the
Kid,” armed with knife and revolver.
Garrett dropped behind the head of the
bed and remained there in a crouching
position. Kid was in his stocking feet,
and was apparently alarmed at having
seen the two men outside, for he asked
hurriedly of Maxwell, “ Who are they?”
and repeated the question quickly. Max-
well made no reply, and the Kid then
caught sight of Garrett. He did not ap-
parently recognize the man, but pointed
his revolver at him and asked, “ Who is
it? Who is it?” Garrett had not had
time to draw his revolver, and, finding it
had reached a point at which caution or
delay woftld prove fatal, reached round
and got it. Kid started back, but for
some reason or other did not fire. Per-
haps this was because he had no idea
that Garrett was in that part of the
country, and suspected no harm. What-
ever his reason was, his delay proved
fatal. With his desperate enemy’s
weapon aimed full at his breast at a dis-
tance of a few feet, Pat Garrett, with
the quickness and precision for which
he is famed, pulled down on the Kid
and fired. That shot was the last the
Kid was to hear on this earth. Ho fell
back on the floor pierced through the
heart, and in a moment was as dead as
any of the men whom he had served in
the same way, with less justice, and sim-
ply to wreak a petty spite or satisfy his
thirst for blood. Garrett and Maxwell
jumped into the middle of the room,
which was lighted only by the beams of
the moon, and Garrett had the satisfac-
tion of knowing that he had fulfilled a
duty from which most men would have
shrunk in terror, and accomplished the
task which had 'occupied bis thoughts
and energies for months. y
The winds were whispering low and
the sentinel stars had set their watch in
the sky as she leaned from her chamber
window and tenderly asked : “ Is that
vou, Henry?” “Courah ’tiz; pretty
Wan dozzen know ’er own husband
when ah’ seezim.”
MICHIGAN NEWS.
Evert hotel in St, Louis, Gratiot
county, is full of guests.
The potatoes raised in Noithern Mich-
igan cawiojt be excelled^
The renflilding of Ludihgton bn the
territory despoiled by the fire will be
mostly of brick.
A forest fire at Freelands, Saginaw
connty^ swUpt aw
morons mill and lumber yard. *
The reunion of the soldiers and sail-
ers of Crawford and Otsego counties
will be hold at Grayling 8ept.‘ 6 and 7.
East Saginaw is in trouble about its
paving. The Courier says that the cedar
blocks are not'iip to' the standard, being
badly decayed.
Orris Irons, of Penfcwatcr, offers’
$500 reWhrd fot evidence i tjiav wiljj lead
to tlie discovery of his son, who disap-
J’l^i^eSor spokeAftiafolSt. J6hmi;
Clinton county, give employment to
between thirty and forty men, and turn
out over 3,000 spokes every twenty-four
hours.
H. Palmer, a Kalamazoo county far-
mer, fell on the cylinder of a thrashing
machine, cutting off his right hand at
the wrist and mangling the back of his
head and nock terrjbly..
An attempt was made to burn the
National Hotel, at Beed City, Osceola
county, by the judicious use of kero-
sene oil and a match, but it was foiled
byjjthe night watchman.
The wild-rice crop growing on the
islands and shallows of the river is
immense and unprecedented. In some
places* it is cut and harvested nowa-
days. —A afamaroo Telegraph.
A tract of 2,400 acres of timbered
laud in Bay county was recently sold
by Ami W. Wright, of Saginaw, to
Messrs. Pitts k Cranage, of Bay City,
the consideration being $60,000. *
Frank Grebnwall, a brakeman on
the Marquette, Houghton and Ontona-
gon railway, while walking on the truck
ahead of his engine, at Ishpoming, was
knocked down and instantly killed.
The Mayor of Ionia and the Sheriff
of the county have offered $500 reward
for t}ie detection of the incendiaries, or
any one of them, who are responsible
for either of the late fires in that town.
Dissenters from all denominations,
to the number of 320, residing in the
vicinity of Charlotte, have organized
“ The Living Church of God.” Twelve
of the number are at work upon a Bible.
The St. Ignnce Republican says that
the net earnings of the Lake Superior
copper mines for the first half of the
year 1881 exceed those of any precious-
metal-mining State or Territory in the
Union. ̂
Zach Haskins, a carriage and sign-
painter of Charlotte, during a fit of
drunken vomiting, threw up a live sun-
fish measuring five and three-quarters
inches in length. The fish lived several
hours, and is now preserved in alcohol.
Miss M. Estelle Norton, who gradu-
ated from the State University at the
recent commencomont, receiving an M.
A. degree, has accepted a position in the
State Normal School at Terre Haute,
Ind., at a salary of $1,000 per year.
Near Ithaca, Charles Todd was haul-
ing wheat to be stacked, when the fore
part of the load slipped, letting him
down head first on the whiffletrees. His
neck was caught between the evener and
hound* and dislocated, killing him in-
stantly..
While two men were working in an
oat field in Oakland county, a black bear
crossed the field a few roils distant from
them. The Oxford Journal says this is
the first animal of the sort observed in
that locality since about the time of the
Chicago fire.
Miss Ida Manning, of Charlotte,
while dressing in the morning, stepped
upon a needle, breaking the head off in
her heel. The doctor attempted to get
the piece out, but after cutting her foot
severely and searching for over an hour
failed to find the piece, which is still in
the young lady’s foot. She suffered in-
tensely.
While Dr. Fraser, of West Branch,
Ogemaw county, was returning on horse-
back from a visit to a patient, a large
black bear crossed in front of his horse
and raised itself on its hind feet at the
side of the road, snuffing in a threaten-
ing manner. A ball from d small revol-
ver frightened bruin and the doctor’s
horse both away from the locality.
Charles Davis, of Bay City, recently
discovered an old Indian relic in the
form of a peculiar chain, apparently
oompesed of a composition of minerals
ingeniously constructed after the fashion
of the ball and socket The article was
found in digging a new well, about
twenty feet under the surface of the
earth, and is probably hundreds of
years old.
Miss Dell Smith, of Eaton county,
fell from a swing and was seriously in-
jured. Bhe was immediately put to bed
and complained of pain in the right leg,
asserting lhat the limb was broken. But
little attention was paid to her com-
plaint, however, until two days after the
accident, when a physician wan called,
and it was found that the bone had
been broken above the knee. It is
feared she will (me the member.
Farmer Blt, mfofrof his hired men
and a party of ladies went fishing to
Cranberry lake, Oakland county. At the
in weeds and cried for help. The ladies,
by wading to their chins iu water, suc-
ceeded in handing a pole to Mr. Blv,
who, After sinking twice, clutched it with
r drowning clasp and was drawn Jutfhnrt*
insensible. He was resuscitated. * The
hired man hail to cling to the boat for
several hours, until an alapfl was givvn
and a boat |(mHI ih)i\ a1 ieighboring
lake, which landed him ashore safely,
but very much tired.
'jL Viri Needfbl IfTfcntlom
The facts were these: Mr. Skid’s
Ice- Yachting on the Hndion.
This exciting sport is described and
illustrated in Scribner, from which we
quote :
11 Yon go on down the river now with
a good Mfind on the beam. The playful
breeze fresheiis in flaws, rii if trying to
escape you ; but still you follow its way-
ward motions. You start when it starts,
flit over the ice with its own speed, turn
and glide with the lightness and the
grace of its own whirling dance. The
ice-yachts darting about look like white-
winged swallows skimming over the ice.
As they cross and reoross your course,
It was in the form of a man bending
down to pick up his hat, but in the body
was a spring of tremendous power. From
the kip pocket of the figure waved a red
handkerchief that was the target to
drawtra the goat.* Wh6n lie butted it
the wpring would fly ahd throfw the [goat
a bag distance. 1 The niadhine toas gotten
up iu very elaborate style and looked just
like a man. It was perfect enough to de-
ceive any goat. And it cost Skid $74. But
he didn’t begrudge the money so long
as |t fetched the goat.' And he took the
machine and put it but in his front yard
where the goat could seeit, and then ho
retired to his house and waited to see
the fun. He waited about two hours,,
and then bis son came in and told him
that the goat had swallowed an old' hoop-
skirt the night liefore and it had got
tangled in his bowels and slain him.
And of course Skid was terribly mail.
But the machine was not wholly wasted,
for the boy took it and put it on the
outside of the circus tent so it looked
like a man just starting to crawl under,
and a policeman ran up andhit it with his
club and was surprised to see his club fly
forty feet into the air, while his arm
ached like fury, and then a stalwart cir-
cus man ran up and kicked the king and
was picked up twenty feet away with
his leg broke? in two places. And when
ho got over his surprise ho said he’d give
that man a season ticket if he'd tell
how he did it, as he’d like to work the
same racket on the old man of the girl
he was courting. But the machine
couldn’t be found, the boy having; in
the excitement, taken it home. He is
going to sell it to a country editor, to be
pointed out ns “the man who wrote the
article you object to. You can proceed
to kick him.”— Post.
Making Things Over.
“Maria,” said Mr. Jones upon one of
his worrying days, “it seems to me you
might be more economical ; now there's
my old clothes, why can’t you make
them over for the children instead of
giving them away?”
* ‘ Because they're worn out when you’re
done with them,” answered Mrs. Jones.
“It’s no use making over things for the
children that won’t hold together ; you
couldn’t do it yourself, smart as you are.”
“Well,” grumbled Jones, “I wouldn’t
have closets full of things mildewing for
want of wear if I was a woman, that’s all.
A penny saved is a penny earned.”
That was in April. One warm day in
May Mr. Jones went prancing through
the closets looking for something no
couldn’t And and turning things gener-
ally inside out.
“ Maria !” he screamed, u where’s my
gray alpaca duster ?”
“ Mode it over for Johnny.”
“Ahem! Well, where’s the brown
linen one I bought last summer ?”
“Clothes-bag 1” mumbled Mrs. Jones,
who seemed to have a difficulty in her
speech at that moment “Just made it
into a nice one J”
“ Where are my lavender pants? yelled
Jones.
“ Cut them over for Willie.”
“ Heavens 1” groaned the husband.
Then, in a voice of thunder: “Where
have my blue suspenders got to ?”
“ Hung the baby-jumper with them.”
“ Maria,” asked the astonished man,
in a subdued voice, “ would you mind
telling me what you have done with my
silk hat ; you haven't made that over for
the baby, have you ?’’
“Oh! no, dear,” answered his wife
cheerfully, “I’ve used that for a hanging
basket. It is full of plants, and looks
lovely.” Mr. Jones never mentions tho
word economy or suggests making over
—he had enough of it;
Liquor Adulteration.
Dr. Leffman, the Pennsylvania State
microseopist, holds the following views
regarding liquor adulteration :
“ I am well aware that nearly all alco-
holic liquids sold are adulterated, but
the drugs and flavors used are not more
harmful to the human system than the
materials which they substitute. In fact,
from what I have discovered respecting
the adulteration of liquors; I am of opin-
ion that no very serious injury is done
by it. The suostances put into the
common drinks, like those put into
many articles of f^od, are cheats rather
than poisons, and J have spen no evi-
dence to prove that Scotch wliisky ob-
tained from a scientific compounder is
more death-dealing than that which or-
iginated in tho 4 land o’ cakes. ’ T here is
another thing, however, which I have,
also discovered, and that is, that lulu Iter-
ation, or, to call it by a less-offensive
name, an artificial supply of spirituous
liquor, is necessary to keep up with the
demand.”
and flown away to various points of ’the
horizon while your? thought drew its
slow length along. The ice seems to be
running under you with great speed,
and you sometimes feel that you might
easily drop off the open, spider-Uke
frame of the yacht. By such rapid mo-
tion, the bubbles, crystals and fines of
the ice are all woven into a silky web of
prismatio hues. You distinguish only
the cracks that run with the course, and,
when they deviate from it. they seem to
jump from side to side without connect-
ing angles or curves. The munds and
the windrows seem to come up at
vou suddenly, and dodge past. Yeu
begin to hold on to the liand-rail, and
he close down in the box. If you are
steering, you feel that your hand is the
The crude ideas many foreigners have
of American geography is well illus-
trated by the case of a Swedish girl who
arrived at New York to join her father
in the new world. After prolonged ques-. --- 4 f --- --- -- — — — - - — - — VIIC liCl
Ukeonly » leaky boat wag found, in .Honing it wu found that’ her fatl'er'i
which Mr. Sly and the hired man em- place of residence was in a remote set-
biirked, the ladies refusing. At some
distance from shore the boat filled rap-
idly and sink. The hired man, not be-
ing able to swim, clung to the boat,
while Mr. Sly started to swim ashdre.
When near at land he became entangled
tlemeut in Washington Territory. Sup-
posing, evidently, that Washington Ter-
ritory was a suburb of New York, or
something of that sort, she had come
over with only money enough to pay her
’teamship passage.
nerves you to extraordinary alertness.
The breeie sings in the rigging ; the
runners hum on the ice with a crunch-
ing sound, and a slight ringing and
crackling ; and a little spurt of crushed
ice flies up behind each runner and
flashes like a spray of gems. The /acht
seems more and more a thing of the air
— her motions are so fitfm, wayward
and sudden. The speed with which you
opproach a distant scene makes it grow
distinct while you wink with wonder.
Things grow larger, as if under the il-
lusions of magic ; you feel tho perspect-
ive almost as a sensation, ion turn
toward a brown patch of woods; it
quickly assumes the form of headlands ;
these ore pushed apart, and a gorge ap-
pears between them ; while you stare, a
stream starts down the rocks, behind
tho trees; a mill suddenly grows up;
the rocks are now all coated with ice ;
statues of winter’s sculpture are modeled
before your eyes, and decked* with flash-
ing: crystals just as you turn away to
some other point of the horizon. So you
seem to bo continually arriving at distant
places.
“ A regatta is to be sailed over this
course, and you arrive in time to see the
start. The yachts all stand in a row,
head to the wind. At the word, the first
in the line swings stern around till her
sails fill ; she mores off at once, and the
crew jump aboard— one man standing or
lying on the windward runner-plank and
holding on to the shrouds, and the
helmsman and another man lying in the
box. Then the other yachts successively
swing around ; and, in a moment, the
whole fleet is under way, gliding in zig-
zag courses among the Windrows and
mounds. They all diminish in apparent
size with astonishing rapidity ; they seem
actually to contract in a moment to a
mere white speck, skimlhing about the
river miles away. You join tho crowd
of men and boys stamping and slapping
to keep warm ; you exchange a few words
with a friend, and, when you turn
around again, behold the yachts sweep-
ing down upon you ! They grow as they
come, flying at you with a wayward, er-
ratic course, and you feel the wonder of
embodied speed. The ten-mile race of
the ice-yachts is lost and won in as many
minutes. But for those who sailed ft
these minutes were filled with more ex-
citement than is found In many a long
lifetime.”
Caressing a Serpent
Mr. H. T. Poole, well known as one c
Polk County's trustworthy citizens, ha
a little boy near the ago of three yean
that has been unusually backward abou
learning to talk, but has acquired th
art of endeavoring to be understood b
means of signs, snob as pointing hit fin
ger at such objects as happen to gain hi
attention. Not long since, while a lad
friend was calling upon Mrs. Poole, th
child’s peculiar actions led his mother t
believe that something nnnsual was re
oeiving his attention, and as soon as he
company disappeared she was led t
make an investigation. Following th
child in the yard and to the corner of thi
house, she watched the little one stoo]
low and crawl under the floo*, when
his attention was soon seemingly drawl
to some object well back in tne corne
of the brick underpinning.
Led now by a deep curiosity, th<
mother herself crawled beneath the floa
sufficiently to acquaint herself with tht
situation, and tne sight that met hei
gaze almost froze her blood. In a per
feet coil, as though prepared to comba
some formidable foe, with head erect, la*
a huge serpent, with the little 'chili
rubbing its hands gently over its body
The serpent, as though apprised of th
child's ignorance of fear, and intendini
no harm, would gently move its heat
aside when the hand of the child posset
near it Mrs. Poole as quick as possibli
after realizing this awful situation, drev
the child away, and directed some negrt
women to drag tho serpent ont and kii
it With a hoe Ihey soon brought it out
but it quickly began to show fight, onct
jumping its full length at those seeking
to slay it It was dispatched, however,
mid proved to be of that dangerous spec-
imen known as the highland moccasin.
It was more than half as large as s man’i
wrist, and measured nearly three feet in
It is supposed that the child had been
fondling the snake for some while, and
who, possessing a knowledge of the rep-
til's dangerous character, will attempt
an answer to thequeir: Why was he




Saiukday, August 20, 1881.
UtPOfiTAJTT TO WATfiB DBXNKR8.
It ii said that io Weir Baren about Are
huudred wells lure been abandoned be-
cause of their nearness to sinks and cess-
pools. As New Haven people know as
much as any one else does about the size
of a dollar, and bare also some unusual
sources of information about the quality
of their well water, it is not likely that
the wells were abandoned without cause.
As, however, houses, wells and sinks are
no nearer one another in New Haven than
in the majority of country villages, the
action of the people should have some ef-
fect upon other communities that get their
drinking water from wells. The quality
of well water that does not smell bad is
•omcthlng that country people, even
country physicians, resolutely refuse to
think worthy of attention. So thousands
of families are having their health slowly
and surely undermined, although to build
and supply a large cistern is not a matter
of serious eipenae to any man. The chol-
era once was spread over London by a pop-
ular well that had been infected by a
patient or two who came from ship-
board.
 
For Du Holland City Ntw.
A meeting of the Holland Fruit Grower’s
Association will be held at Lyceum Hall,
on Friday, the 26lli Inst., at 2 o’clock
p. in. tor the purpose of making an
arrangement for sending a collection of
fruits, etc., to the meeting of the American
Pomologies! Society, to be held in Boston,
on the 14th, I5lb, liith of September next.
T. T. Lyon, president, and C. W. Gar-
field, secretary, of the Michigan Horticul-
tural Society, will be present and address
the meeting. The tenth annual report of
tne State Society will also be distributed
to members. All interested, both ladies
and g* ntlcmeu, are iuvited to be present.
Let us combine and send a fine exhibit of
the truits grown in this section.
C. A. Dutton, President.
I. Marsimr, Secretary.
For the Holland City Newt:
Mk. Editor.— It is very disgraceful to
wiluess such scenes, as we had to on
yesterday— l>eing the Sabbath. Some four
carriages came from Holland, each loaded
with Holland boys, and most of them so
drunk that they forgot all decency. If it
occurs again we would like to have their
names published. It they have to come
down on the Sabbath I pray them to leave
their whiskey at home.
A Citizen.
Sauoatuck, Aug. 15, 1881.- 
The people of the west owe a debt of
gratitude to Dr. Ayer for the product ioo
of Ayer’s Ague Cure. Its timely use will
save much suffering and much discourage
meut, and we recommend it with the
greatest canfidence iu its ability to do all
that is promised for it.
Wm. McCartney, 88 Lloyd Street, Buf
falo, N. Y., fell and spraiued bis ankle.
His employer, H. Anderson, 94 Main
Street, procured some Thomas’ Eclectrlc
Oil, and he says that a few applications
enabled him to go to work as usual.
jfyetial Stoticrg.
WANTED— Rel^ble agents in every
town of the Union, to sell the best Lith-
ograph Pictures, ever published. Address:
H. M. Buhrman, 128 Monroe str., Grand
Rapids, Mich. 28-tf.
I, Harry Van Zee, formerly associated
in business with my father, at Holland,
Mich., respectfully invite all my friends
and acquaintances to call on me at the
BOSTON SHOE STORE, 00 Canal sir.,
when In Grand Rapids. I guarantee to
ttve you from 25 to 40 per cent on each
dollar, and sell you nothing but reliable
solid goods. Do not forget where I can
be found— at the BOSTON SHOE STORE,
No. 66 Canal sir. Or, If you need cloth-
Ing I will direct you to the best and
cheapest place. I will save you thu ex-
pense of traveling ten times over. 28-1 w.
Eleoton of the Township of Holland,
Notico.
NOTICE is hereby given that a special
meeting of the Electors of the township
of Holland will be held at the townbpuse
of said township on the 20th day of
Auzust, A. D. 1881, from 2 o’clock to 3
o’ch»ck p. m. and that at said meeting, a
proposal to raise by taxation upon the tax-
able property of said township, for I lie
year 1881, the sum of $300, for the pur
pose of improving the bitfhway on the
section line between the N W M of sec-
tion 27 and the N E U of section 28, and
the S E W of section 21 and the 8 W U of
•eel Ion 22, town 5 north, cf rangeT5 weat,
will be submitted to the electors of said
township for their approval, or rejection.
By order of the Township Board of the
Township of Holland.
Isaac Marsiur, Township Clerk.
Call In and see our beautiful Hue of
Bummer Dress Goods. All shades, all
grades, all prices, at
25-tf r __  D. BERT8CH.
’ Now Is the time to purchase your
parasol. We are bound to clear them out
to make room for new goods, at25-tf D. BERTSCH.
Fink smoking and chewing tobaccos
on hand at the novelty store of
24-tf E. 8. DANGREMOND.
Wanted.




Bollard, Mich., August II, 1881. !7-iw
J. Van Landegend
Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plamhei
and steam fitter; doea all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing. Also driven Wells
put down, and old pomps repaired. Stoves re
paired and put up, ate , eic. Inquire ut tha Hard-
ware store of J. R. Klejrn, Holiaud, Mich. 35-tf
$25 TO $50 PER DAY,




In any Part of the Country.
We mean it, and are pre-
paired to demonstrate the fact.
They are operated by either
Man, Horse or Steam Power,
and bore very rapid. They
range in size
3 INCH TO 4 1-2 FEET IN
DIAMETER,
and will bore to any
REQUIRED DEPTH!
They will bore successfully
and satisfactorily in all kinds
of Earth, Soft Sand and Lime-
stone, Bituminous Stone Coal,
Slate, Hard Pan Gravel, Lava,
Builders’ Serpentine and Con-
glomerate Rock, and guar-
anteed to make the very best
of Wells in QuickSand. They
are light running, simple in
construction, easily operated,
durable, and acknowledged as
the best and most practical
Machine extant. They are en-
dorsed by some of the highest
State Officials. We contract
for prospecting for Coal, Gold,
Silver, Coal Oil and all kinds
of Minerals.
Also for sinking Artesian Wells
and Coal Shafts, &o. We also fur-
nish Engines, Boilers Wind Mills,
Hydraulic Rams, Horse Powers,
Brick Machines, Mining Tools, Port-
able Forges Rock Drills and Machin-
ery of all kinds.
Qood active Agents wanted in
every Country in the World. Address
WESIESS IACE1HEE7 2DPPL7 DEPOT,
511 Walnut Street,
SAINT LOUIS, - MISSOURI.














Or Otto Breyman, Express Agent; or Williams
Bros., City Hotel, Holland. Mich. * 20-8m
YOUNG MEN
Will not only save money but valuable time In the
future by attending the Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quick-
tnin?. practical education. Send for CollegeJournal. 29-ly
AfiPMTft WANTED to tfc. iMt U4 Tutm.
aVKIi I O StlliBf Pictorikl Booki tod liMct. PritN
VI rrtKtf m ptt cL NtUoul FkblUfc’f C*. Cbtuco. UL
ToPeachShippers
It baviug come to onr notice that a firm at Doug-
las, Mich., has warned the
Peach Shippers of Holland
Against shipping In four basket crates, other
than the inferior ones made by them and upon
which TK1T CLAIM TO I0U A IATIHT, this Is to
GIVE NOTICE that we will
PROTECT and INSURE
In every war, against loss, trouble or damage all or
any who buy or use our
“ 1881 Four Basket Grate, ”





In rebuilding onr new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,





WK HAVK A STEAM
EIR/Y K I LIST
AND /nil ,
DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In onr line raanufactnred on short
notice.18-ty WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
A Lecture to Young Men
ON THE LOSS OF
MANHOOD
A Lsotu'i n the Nature, Trettaeat, atd Badieal Cure
of >cminnl Weakness or bpi-rmatorrbcea, imlncud
by Self-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions, Impotcncy,
Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriiige
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fils; Men-
tal and Phrslcal Incapacity, Ac.— Ity ROBERT J.
CULVER WELL, M. D. author of the -Orecn
Book,” Ac.
Tuo world-renowned anthor, In this admirable
Lecture, cloariy proves from hie own exper-'
lence that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse
may be effectnally removed without dangerous sur-
gical operations, bungles. Instruments, rings, or
cordials; pointing oat a mode of cure at once cer-
tain and effectual, by which every sufferer, no mat-
ter what hla condition may be, may cure himself
cheap! v, privately aud radically.
This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent und?r aeal. in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress on receipi of sixcei-tsor two postage stamps.'
WE HAVE ALSO A SURE CURliFOlt TAPE
WORM. Address *
The Culverwell Medical Co.,
II Ann St, New York, N . Y. ; Post Office box. 4186.
8-1 V
TTTTTT!I They act like a charm on the
JN lift V ill JJ Urinary Organs, Kidnei sand
j « Liver, restoring lost vigor,
* AIjIjO. snd curing nervous debility,
$1 rp1* box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed. by mall. La-
di s’ Rubber Fountain Syringe, ti. by ma;l, sealed ;
A o all ki.-ds Rubber Goods I >r Ladies and Gentle-
men, a book on Lott Manhood Regained, cause
and care, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES. 204
Washington Street Chl-ogo 111. 41-1 v
BBFUHK. Arrau.
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
Tie Great EiropeaaReiieSf-Dr. J. B. Simpson's
Spec® MeUcioe.
It is a positive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness, Impotency, and all diseases resulting













Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific, 41 per package, or six packages
for 15. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSJN MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo. N.Y.
Sold In Holland by D. R. Mbenos. bl-ly.
Mortgage Sale.
r\EFAULT haying been made In the conditions
[J of a mortgage executed by Dirk Kniper and
Lririnna Kiliper. his wife, to Mary Meta, dated
eptember twenty-fourth, 1877, and recorded in
he Register's office of Ottawa conuty. cn October
ilnih, IS'TT. In Liber K. of mortgage*, pag-- 80 •; on
rhirh mortgage there is claimed due, at this date,
ne hundred ilxtyfonr dollars and sixty cents,
ndnosnitor proceeding havhgbeen Inriltnted
t law to recover the debt secured by said mort-
age. or any part thereof; Notice Is, therefore,
er* by given, that said mortgage will be foreclosed
iy sale at pnhhe vendue, of the mortgaged prem-
ies, to-wit: the east half of lot numbered three,
n block fifty five, city of Holland. Ottawa com ty,
illchlgan. at the front door of the Ottawa County
Ninrt House In the lily of Grand Haven, on
)otober third, 1881, »l one o’clock, alter-
iooii, io pay the sum due on said mortgage, with
merest ana costs.
Dated, July ffilb, 1881.
MARY METZ, ilortgarce,
J. C. Post, Attorney. At-llw
EARS "-MILLION!
Poiltlvily iMtoru ths Bnrltg, and U tki oalr Abiohti
Con Ux Dufmi Sam
This Oil Is extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE 8IIAKK. cinghtln the Yellow 8ea.
known as Carcharodon RomleUtH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows U. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1110. Its cures were so numerous
and many to MeminglY minumloua, that
tne remedy was officially proclaimed over theen
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
over 800 yian io Sttfniu bii ixiitsi taoat tfci Chism
piople. Hunt, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.
Only Imported Ij HAYLO'E A CO.,
Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey 8t., New York.
Its virtues are onquestlonable and Its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review in one
part and another of Ihe country, H is probable (bat
I numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such It
may be said: •• Write at onoe to Havlock A Co., 7
Dey Street, New York, enclosing fl, and yon will
| receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
, you to he«r like anybody else, and whose curative
effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
1 doing to."- Editor Mercantile Review. Vl-8ra.
at the Hardware Store of
W. C. 3VCELIS-
C - » -
We the undereigned hereby testify that we have used the Superphos-
phate, advertised by Mr. Wm. C. Melis, at Holland, on part of our wheat
lands, and that we have by experience that the wheat produced on the
lands manured by phosphate is considerable better; the straw is heavier,
about 2| inches taller, and that the yield of grain was increased thereby
about 25 percent. '
Our intention is, to use it again next year.
W. DIEKEMA.
F. PLASMAN.
Town Holland, Mich., July 12th, 1881. 27-tf
MENDELSSOHN PIANO CO.,
Will make, for the next 60 days only, a Grand Offer of
HPictnos ctncL Organs.
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $'445.
OTVIC Q I tl Msgnlflcant rosewood esse elegantly finished, 8 strings. 7 X Octaves, full patent
O I I LL 0 \nL cantante agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautlfnl carved legs and lyre,
heavy serpe.itlnt and large fancy moulding round case, full.lron frame, French Grand Action. Grand
Hammers. In lact eveiy Improvement which can in any way tend to the perfection of the Instrument
has been addeo. as Wd •"* $245
Th:s Plano will be sent on test trial Pleaxosond reference If you do not send money with order.
Cash sent wl h order will bo refunded and freight charges paid by us both ways If Plano Is not Just as
represented In this Advertisement. Thousands in use. Send for Catalogue. Every Instrument fully
Warranted for five ye ra.
1160 to $400 (wi’h Stool, Cover and Book). All atncfly rinar-cukSB and sold
at Who esale Factory prices. These Pianos made one of the finest display* at the
Centennial Exhibition, and were unanimou-ly reommended lor the Highest
_ Honor*. The squares contain our New Patent Scale, the greatest improvement in
the history of Plano making. The new patent scale Upiighls are the Finest In America. Positively
we make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greaiest durability. They ate recom-
PIANOS
no
est . . . .
mended by the highest musical authorities in the conotry. Over U.OOO in nse. and not one diasat*
isfled purchaser. A,‘ Pl*w»* snd Organs sent on 15 dsys’ test trial- /rrioAf free ifuneoJittactcry.
uoiiTfalrto write us before buying. Positively we offer the best bargains. Plano Catalogue moiled
free. Handsome Ulustrat< d and Descriptive Pi
Plano fhlly warranted for 5 year*.
JUBILEE ORGANS
Reed*, via.: Melodla, Celeste, Dlapsou. t*nb-bi
i ano Catalogue of CO pages mailed for 6c. stamp. Every
I* ttl
Onr New Style Jubl'ee Organ In Japanese Case, called
Ihe *• ORIENTAL,” Style 99, Is the handsomest, tastiest
and s woe lest toned Parlor Organ ever offered the musical
public. It contain* FIVE OCTAVE-*. FIVE sets of
bnb- nss and CelrMlna. Also Fifteen Beautiful S/np*. as fol-
lows, vir.: Melodla, Celeste, (a charming stop.) Dlnpson, Hub-bass, Echo, Dulcet. Melodla Forte,
Celeste-Forte, Expression, Treble-Couple. Ceiestina. Ba*s Coupler. Grand Organ, (which throws on the
entire power of the instrument.) Right Knee Stop and swell. Leit Kneeltop and Swell. Height, 70in.;
Length. 47 in.; Width, 24 In.; Weight, boxed, 150 'he. The case Is of solid wa’.nnt, veneered with
cholcewoods. andlsof an entirely new and beautiful design, elaborately cart. d. with panels, mnsia
closet, limp stands. fretwork, Ac., all elegantly finished. Possesses all toe latest and It
ments, with great power, depth, brilliancy and t
h best Improve-
ind sympathetic quality of tone. Rcantlful wdo effects and
top action. Hegn ar retail price $275 Our ichtietale net c\sh price to have It Introduced,
ol and book, only $H7— as one organ sold sells others. Positively no deviation in
No payment required until voti have fully tested the organ In your own home.* VTc send all
n 15 dav* test trial and pay freight both ways If Instrument Is not as represented. Positively,
perfect " tion,
with sto
UrgnmMin y  h
onr Organs contain no •• Bogus ’’ sets of Reeds, or *• Dummy ” stops, as do metiy other*. We make ne
misrvpresentitirns. and guarantee honest snd fair dealing, or no sale. Fully wanai ted Jor 5 year*.
other styles $85. $50. |C7. $6ft, $70. $75. $>5, * t;. Over 34,000 sold, and every Organ has
glraith. Ml«rt ort,. L-.h.l^.e ^
x actory &n& w imrooniSt o 1*11 ot* ahq iu
SHEET MUSIC
tnuakal composition,
e a d Warer oms, 57th S , nd 10 Ave,
atom-third price. Catalogue of 8.000 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. This
of the p( *______ ____ _ _ Catalogue Includes most
muaic  by the nest authors. Address,
opular music of the day and every variety of
MENDELSSOHN PIANO COI, P. O. Box 2058 r New York City.
21-Smo
11,000 FORFEIT!!
Immix Cancer Care Depot, Coatl-
cook. P. Q. Canada. n
Ranger cureh
without the use of the Knife,
The on'y permanent Cure In the world. For par-
Iculais enclose two 8 cent stamps to
8. C. SMITH, Coatlcook,P.Q., Canada.
KW C -r«* Swift and Certain, -ifcJ
(Anv paper can publish this for $6 per year, with
this note and paper sent regularly.) l-\v
QTARTLINCO DISCOVERY!
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of vouthful imprudence canting Prema-
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etcM
haring trkd in vain every known remedy, baa dia-
covrrtd a simple self enre, which he will send FBEB
to bis felkm.aufferen, address J. H. BEEVES.
43 Chatham at,, N. Y.
1-lj
iu  yTP|| m,ooo iriHKM Brcirm, of which 1
VT AN I LUm*k*DuekeJePil«Ointment,V,'*rT.v;*.cd|a
•ara HIM. AdJrtM with itiup, Dr. J . N. T<bltr. St I o«l». Me.
KNRYCLEMONT, Almonte, O., says he wa* so thoroughly disabled by Chronic Rhenmatim that
! A .d H K^TTT? V i^teray” ,dM ich^, Mya* 1 1 work s like a charm, and can’t be beat for Conghi, Colds,
!TMiMe;.nC(dumbu5! ̂  . , say* that a couple of doses cured his child of diphtheria, after all oth*r
'?L1N WdERNKB, 1178 Michigan street, Buffalo, says he had been troubled for yeara with- Itheuma-
u of the knee, but Eclectrlc OH has cured him thoniugbly.
. E. COMSTOCK, Caledonia, Minn., says while suffering from Inflammatory Rheumatism one apph-
ion gave Instant relief, and two bottlea cured hlnu _
IS IT NOT WORTHY OF A TRIAL!
gpld by all Druggists. PRICE 50 cents and 11.00.
Goto D. R MBRNGS for Mra Freernah’a New National Dyea. For brightness and durability o
cnlorthey are unequaled. Color* to 5 lbs., price 15ccnt*. r
1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.'
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,
FANS A PARASOLS IN GREAT VARIETY-
Silk & Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery ,
Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,
SILK AND HA IK POOPS, ̂
lT& s. tan den berge,
EIGHTH STREET - HOEEAND- ’hArvoWf
iattittjj*.
Macatawa Bay is still booming.
Fishing at the harbor of our Bay is still
a fashionable pastime.
Mbs. Maud Porter, of Muskegon, is in
town visiting friends and relatives.
BaedebA Jarrow’s combination will
play “Alvina” at Lyceum Hall, Monday
evening, Aug. 22.
Mr. Jy. Woltman, traveling agent for
the Boston firm of Perry, Cook & Tower,
made us a call this week.
In excavating for a public garden in the
City of Mexico, workmen discovered a
column from a cathedral erected in 1526.
| Mr. H. Workman, of the firm of M.
IHuizenga & Co., was surprised on Friday
|la*t by a young lady boarder of 11 lbs.
(weight.
Kortlander Bros, fine brands of
liquors are now for sale In this city. They
are the finest in the land, and are war-
ranted pure.
No one ever stigmatized drunkenness
more truthfully than Zimmerman, who,
said, “Troops of furies march in the
drunkard’s triumph.”
There is a rumor around town that
Grand Rapids parlies intend to build a
large summer hotel on Point Superior—
about half way down the Bay.
The job of graveling Fish street is com
pleted by the contractors— Messrs. Ryder
& McDonald— and the work has been
accepted. It is a great improvement.
Capt. G. T. Olmsted, U. 8. A., is so-
journing near our harbor during his leave
of absence. Capt. Olmsted was on duty
in Alaska for some time, and is a gentle-
man of varied army experience.
Pauline Markham, the beautiful bur-
lesque actress, secured a large audience
of fellows in their teens for her Boston
benefit performance, by advertising that
she would sell tickets in person in her
Parker House parlor.- -*•*- 
Dr. R. A. Scbouten Is branching out in
the true American way. He has recently
had us print 15,000 circulars for him,
showing testimonials from many of our
prominent citizens. His household rem-
edies are bonafidsind deserve a large sale.
Avert nice serenade party awoke the
echoes of the beautiful still night between
Friday and Saturday of last week. We
understand that several families were dis-
turbed in their slumbers by very sweet
strains of music, and at some places the
serenaders got a royal reception. It was
* well planned and nicely carried out.
Mrs. Cornford, residing about
five miles west of this city, was bitten by
a rattlesnake on Monday last. Being en-
gaged with her clothes line ooe of the
props broke and while she was iu the act
of picking up one of the pieces out of the
grass the reptile bit her in the hand. She
was fed drunk on whiskey as soon as it
could be procured, while one of the neigh-
bors came to town for a doctor, who, upon
arrival at the house of the patient, treated
her so efficaciously, that she was soon out
of danger.
The dry spell was broken at last, by a
nice little rain on Thursday morning. ^ — •
There is no malady or sickness more
severe than not to be content with one’s
lot. •
What you leave at your death, let it be
without controversy, else the lawyers will
be your heirs.— Oafome.
Murders are not confined to the large
cities. A double morder was committed
at Grand Haven on Sunday evening last.
Dr. D. Birkhoff and Mr. Matt. Van
Deursen, of Wisconsin, are in town visiting
friends. They are camped at thd City
Hotel.
Little minds are tamed and subdued
by misfortune, but great ones rise above it.
Tbe potato-bug and tomato worm have
both made their appearance in several
places in Delaware and Maryland.
Over one hundred and fifty new butler
and cheese factories will bo erected in
Iowa this year, making four hundred in
all.
The mackerel catch along the New
England coast is said to be large. The
fish is an Important factor iu the food-
supply of the world.
One morning last week a train on tbe
Stanton branch of the Detroit, Lansing
and Northern railroad knocked a large
black bear from the track.
There has been a full-fledged mania in
Detroit this summer about doing away
with fences in front of private property,
and many of these incumbrances have
been removed on the best streets.
acres
GREAT SALE OF
Black Silks g Black Cashmeres
At Prices that mnst insure the entire clearing out of
the whole Line in a very short time.
We offer extra heavy Gros Grain Silk at $1.00 that cannot be matched
for less than $1.25.
We will sell American Silk at $1.10, sold everywhere else at $1.35
We offer several pieces of extra fine Cashmere finish at $1.10, cheap
List of letters remaining In the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 18, 1881:
Benj. M. Wentworts, Jack Lcry, T. H. B.
Morehouse.
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
Blight has destroyed thousands of
of wheat lo Roumania, and the _ __
yield will not be over 50 per cent of the for $1.35.average. We offer one line at $1.25, worth $1.50.
Lavater said, what it will do us no We sell a Black Silk at $1.60 that cannot be bought in this city for less
harm to ponder upon, that “he who pur- than $2.00.
posely cheats his friend would cheat his
God if he could.”
Reports from Kansas cities agree that
the Prohibitory Liquor law. passed last
winter Is already disregarded. * All the
saloons were closed a while, but they are
now open, and the traffic suffers no inter-
ference. __ 
Deep in every mind there dwells for-
ever a witness to the truth whose clear eye
and steady voice will see and respond
whenever It is known. We do not need
to implore men to believe tbe truth; we
require only that they shall apprehend it,
and we may defy them to deny it.
BLACK CASHMERES.
Fine all wool Cashmeres 50c, former price 65c.
Extra fine and heavy 60c, cheap for 75c.
46 inches wide 75c, worth $1.00.
Extra heavy 46-inch 90c, former price $1.25.
As these prices are special and will not last long ladles would do well to give them
1 early examination and secure a bargain before they are all sold.
T. W. WURZBURG.
OOR. OA.NA.I4 Sc BRONSON STS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Open every evening with 4 Electric Llgbte^meklng our etore In the evening m light as dsj. Ix-
cl uehreA oMhe to $! or up^wS^wtif receive a pattern free of
The beautiful play of Queen Esther
was produced at Lyteura Hall on Satur-
day and Monday nights. Although we
have seen it rendered a great deal better,
v we must say that it seems surprising in
President Garfield’s case seems to\ how short a time a number of little girls
have taken a serious turn, and the con- Wn be drilled to make anything of it at
flicting dispatches of the last few weeks Lu, and reflects great credit on them as
have had a tendency to kill the last vestige ̂ well as on their teacher,
of faith iu them, and the Dalton at Inrg^
has thus been led to expect the worst.
Mr. H. M. Buhrmun, formerly editor
of the Grand Rapids Banitr, made us a
Peasant call on Wednesday last. Mr.
luhrman is now a notary public, and is
now doing a flourishing insurance bu8iness<
at No. 128 Monroe street, Grand Rapids.
The school census just completed by H.
Doesburg, Esq., in the city of Holland
foots up as follows:
First Ward ........................ 286
Second “ ........................ 154
Third “ ........................ 362
Fourth “ ........................ 188
Total ........................... 990
Total for 1880 ....................... 911
Increase ......... 79
Total for 1879 ....................... 895
The soldiers reunion of Allegan Coun-
ty at Saugatuck, on Tuesday and Wednes-
day last, was a very pleasant affair. Only
very few of the Holland Soldier’s Union
turned out to go, and their appearance
on tbe streets would have been pityful If
we had not received large reioforoements
from Allegan County by railroad. As
soon as tbe morning train was in, alto-
gether took up the line of march to
the beautiful steamer O. C. Williams, led
by a squad of the Holland Soldiers’ Union.
The Allegan men had a good drum corps,
and tbit put us in good marching trim.
(What a shame— to have from 30 to 40
musicians in the city, and not a band to
receive those boys who offered their lives
for tAm and tMr country.) The J uvenile
Brass Band, led by Benny Gee, accompa
sled us on the boat, however, and werei
admired throughout for their efficiency as
well aa for their gentlemanly conduct
We had the “finest boatride of the season”
to aad from Saugatuck around by Lake
JUehlgan. Hundreds of Allegan people,
who had never seen anything of our water
facilities, were perfectly enchanted with
the ride down Macatawa Bay and loud in
their praises of its beautiful eceneiy. Sev-
eral representatives of the press were
aboard, delighted with he scenery and tbe
ride. It was a feast to them and to us. We
arrived at Saugatuck at about 1 p. m. and
were received by an immense concourse
of people, and muelc. It became at once
apparent that Saugatuck could not ac-
commodate so many ftopfc, and this con-
stitutes the fsult that can be found,
or is (he basis of aff complaint w have
heard during our stay. We were treated
well, and pronounce the reunion a success.
Space forbids us to go into the details of
the transactions, and while they pertained
, more to Allegan County especially, than
to the State at large, our readers will ex-
cuse the omission.
^)ur people must leel indebted to the
Ivies' Sewing Society of the M. E.
Church for the successful efforts in bring-
ing in our midst the Madame Fry Con-
cert Company. The entertainments on
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings were
not alone a success but decidedly pleasing
to those in atteadance, ns was abundantly
shown by the hearty applause that
followed each number on tbe program.
The entertainment was a real novelty— a
decided change from the ordinary concert
program, and pleasing on that account as
well as on its merits. Madame Fry and
her daughters, in orchestral selections,
cornet and flute solos, and vocal solos,
duets and trios, evinced unusual musical
taleut, and it seems a pity that such cul-
ture and talent cannot command a larger
audience in a city ol 8,000 inhabitants.
Are car people so wedded to their dimes?
A disastrous Are broke out iu Alleyton,
Newaygo county, about 1 p. m. last
Wednesday, which destroyed nearly the
entire village. It originated in the upptr
part of a store and quickly spread among
the frame buildings, there being no fire
apparatus there to check it. They tele-
graphed to Woodville and the Chicago
Lumber Co. sent their steamer, but It
arrived too late to be of much service. —
The lo>. Includes nearly the entire Tillage Ilth(10Illy for detraction oflh.
north of the railway track, and I in- Pin Worm, and It stsoUkM the Stomach and Tap*
, . ... . 4 U 1 _ __ Worm. No phyalc la necewary. Price, only 28
eludes all the stores and hotels in town wnt* per bottle. For sale by ait Darggiata. Be-
and about thirty dwellings, the bridge ware of counterfeit*.
STEKETEE’S
Neuralgia Drops,
The only medicine* naed without turning ths
atomach wrong side out. I warrant the curt of
NEURALGIA,
providing It ia used according to direction.
PHce 50c per bottle.
over the river and several buildings across
the river, and a large amount of lies and
wood belonging to the C. & W. M. R. R.
Most of the people lost everything they
possessed and but very few had any in-
surance.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole Proprietor.
89 Monroe St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
County.
For the week ending Aug. 17, 1831.
This list includes only such as seem to
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small not, given.
A. J. Leggat et at to El'a D. Blodgett, lo: I blk 18
M & if Add.. Urand Haven. $7<)0.
Ell* K. Hller to Loreua V. Brigga, lot 9 b'k 15
Akeley1* Add., Giand Haven. $800.
A. A. ttievena and wife to Philip Fahllnc, part 8
K * N E Sec. K-O-IS. il50.
Jan D. Hofman and wife to Wfege Bronwer, 8 W
8 W M- Sec- 21— •— 15. »2,U00.
Wiege Brouwer and wife to JaniJc Hofman, 8 W
8 * 8 B X, 8ec. W-6-15. M060.
EaraT. Kirkbrldc and wife to David E. Hutchlna,
N E X N W X. Sec. 5-8-14. $1,000.
David E. Hutchlna and wife to Wm. D. Wolverton,
EX8W54NEX* bcc. 15—5—18. $700.
Michael Mnrphy and wife to David Hutchins E X
8 W X NBXMd part N E X, Sec. 15-5-15.
$690.
Healy C. Akelcy and wife to Angnat Dnbola, lot 4
blk 20 M A H Add., Grand Haven. $900.
Gills B. Blocnm and wife to Edwin Thayer, N B
Jan Haterink and wife to Jao G. Raterink, W X
WX N WX. See. *4-5-16. $500.
Wm. Barenee and wife to Hendrik J. Holstege, 8 E
X 8 B X, Sec. 85-4-14. $t,9C).
Lefntje Hose to G. A. A. Rlcbardaon, N X lot IS,
Last Sunday night the city was thrown
into a great excitement by the report ol a
double murder having been committed in
the Township of Grand Haven, Just o
side tbe city limits. It appetfs that near
6 o’clock a young man named John Aui
guire came into the jail building telling
the sheriff that he had shot Loveless Green,
a colored man, for killing his, Aulguire's,
molher, and that he wanted to give him-
self up. After locking Aulguire into a
cell, sheriff Vaupell took a buggy and in
company with Marshal Woltman proceed-
ed to the spot, where the young man’s
story was confirmed, by finding the bodies^
of Loveless Green and Elizabeth Aulguire
lying dead on the kitchen floor of MMuft
house. The sheriff then bastenfng back
notified Coroner Gray, who summoned a
Jury, proceeded to the house and com-
menced holding an inquest, which was
continued until Tuesday, when the jury
rendered a verdict, finding that bolb Love-
less Green and Elizabeth Aulgnirecame




FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN I
EXCHANGE.
ui in u mu iiiruu u uuuo , .0 gTgggTBE A BOS.
John Aulguire. By the evidence given at \ noLtA,Di geptsotbiisso. _
_ $103. 
Lnbbert Vllek to Jan VHek et al part lot 4, S:e, tt
-5-15. $15.
Henry Brouwer to Jane Brouwer, parts of lots 74
and 75, Grand Haven. $800.
Phebs A. Flaher to Klaaa Van den Berg, 8 W X 8
W X. Sec. 8-5-15. $8*5.
Stephen Gnnn and wife to Jacob Gunn, E X W X
tUt Xand W X K^aad 1 10 acres W X SEX*
Jacob Gnnn and wife to' James B. Flint, conveys
•ame as above. $700. -
John B. Glass to Edgar J. Noble, W ft of lot IS
blk t H A E Add., Cooperaville. $»5.
Elijah Adams and wife to Henry B. Jackson. N X
lot It, Lamont. $60.
Alomaan Base and wife to Elijah Adams. N X let
It, Lamont $89.
Henry B. Jackson and wife to Leenfie Boee, N X
lot It, Lamont $50.
Austin?. Tiffany and wife to James Fttspatrick,
N X « B X. »«c. 17-8-14. $1,900.
a H. NewoJohn comb and wife to John q. Derimo,
N W X N W X. Sec. 90-8—15. $150
Aretos beach to Marietta Howland, blkstS, t4, *5,
*6. >7 and K. Bastmanvllle, $25.
Garret 8. Doeeburg and wife to Otto breyman, lot
11 blk 49, Holland Oily. $165.
J. De Spetder and wife to A. McDonald, lot I Waits
Add.. Grand H«w. $40*.
J. De Spetder affirife to John W. Ker. lot 7
Waits Add* Grind Haven. $1,000.
the inquest it appears that on Sunday af-
ternoon a party, of whom John Aulguire
was one, were picking berries near Green’s
bouse. After a while John said that he
wanted to go to the house; which he did,
and shortly afterwards tbe party was
startled by the report of n gun from the
direction of the house, and after a few
minutes mooe John Aulguire came to them
saying that Green had killed bismother,
Mrs. Aulguire, and bad threatened to shoot
him (John), whereupon he had taken the
gun and shot Green dead. Green wat a
colored man of about 60 years old, and
Mrs. Aulguire, the mother of John Aul-
guire by her first husband, a white woman,
who had lived with Green a number of
years. The theory of the corooer’t jury
wu, that when John Aulguire came into
the boute, Green wat sluing at tbe table
eating corn and Mrs. Aulguire wu wash-
ing dishes at the link; John entered
through tbe front room, took a loaded
musket that stood there, and u be stepped
into the kitchen Green looked around,
whereupon John fired, the full charge of
abot taking effect in the back of the bead,
scattering brains, blood and wool over tbe
wall and table, then clubbed the gun and
•truck his mother back of theeart, killing
her oo the spot. Being aummoned before
the coroner* Jury he refuted to make any
statement, only saying, that Green bad
killed his mother and bad tried toaboot
him, and that thereupon he bad abot Green
in telf defenae. A preliminary examina-
tion will be held before Juttice Pagelton
next week, when probably tome more
facts will be developed.
BY GOODS STORE
!. STEKETEE & BOS,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone s complete stock
of Groceries,— always of ths Freshest snd Purest,
but also all kluda of Farmers Produce, Provlalona,
Etc., Btc. '
Also a very large and assorted stock of
DRY GOODS
Which wc Intend to keep as complete aa oossl-
hie embracing all the latest and best made fabrics
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
Now is the chance
for Farmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN,
Offers his superior made wagon* just as cheap
as anybody tel fa them In Zealand, and clahns'tfcat
they are a
Better wagon in every way
Gall andjxamine.
Also keeps oo band a line of
tto Breyman
Jewelry, Watches,
SihuiWi niUnn, ui fmy fioob,
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do tbe repairing of
watches, to that our work can be war-
ranted.
All the Goods are war anted
to be just as represented.
I will also keep on head a fall line of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.f ___
I hr. re, and intend to keep on hand s
tuperio. lo. of MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, such as Violins, Guitan, Bangoa,
Acoordeona, etc., etc.
Come and examine onr stock. No
trouble to tbow Good*.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich.. Jan. 1. 1881. 4&-lr
[|
JLND
Open and Top Buggies,
ALSO AGENT FOR





A fine assortment of pH kluda of
Dress Goods.
-A full line of-
SHAWLS,




A fall line of Hoelery, Skirts and s ales sseort-
meat of whits fhlrts, etc.
-a-A fhll line
BOOTS SHOES
We have excellent TEA for 25 cent* per
pound and upward.
Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
A fill Use of UANWDOU^ PICKLW sad
GROCERIES
Alwaya on hand at
P. A A. STEKETEE.






the flra and thevaao in  bmpllght’a glaa)
i hoe wu ruddy and full and Calf. r.
i three email bdya 111 the chimney nookr« II
the Uaea of a picture book:
lf ̂  the pride of hb home and heart,
iked the biscuit and made the tart,
|au the table and steeped the tea,
WUr, swiftly, aneqUy;
Tnred and weiry and weak and faint
the bore her trials without complaint,
like many another hou*j>liol4 saints .
Oaatent, all s -lAsh bliss shore,
la the patient ministry of lore.
At last, between the clouds of smoke
3That wreathed bis llpe, the husbadd spokai
•^•There’s tazea to nine, ah’ Int’rest to pay—
A«d ef there should coma a rriny day,
'•Twould bo mighty handy, I’m bound to say.
T* hare su.nipttijaT put by. For folks must dls,
-Am’ thcre’ilunsral bt)U, and gratMtuas to buy—
B<mt|h to swamp a man, purty nigh.
Boride, there’s Edward and Dick and Jo#
lb be prorlded for wheu we go-.
-Bef I waa you. I’ll tell ye l.atTd du i
P4 be atria' of wood as erer I could—
Satara Area don't du any good—
Pd be sarin' of sope, and sarin’ of lie,
wd run up some candles once In a wnllt|
-Pri be rather sjiarlu’ of coflee an’ tea,
For sugar is high,
And all to buv ...
And elder Is good enough for me.
Pri be kind careful about my cIVm
And took out sharp how the money goes—
Bwwgaws la useless, cater knows;
Extry trimpiiQ! . . ... .
V the ban# of women. :
" Pd aall off the bsstWthe eheeae and honey, •
Aadeggs Isas good, nigh about, 'stbe money:
And as to the carpet you wanted new-
d gnees we c m make the old one du.
' And as for the wssber an*, nwln' machine,
Tahu smooth-tongued agents, so pesky mean,
Ton'd better get rid of ’eut, allck and clean.
What do toey know about women's work?
Du they calkiUte woman was boru to skirkT
D'ck and El ward and little Joe
Sat in too corner in a row.
Tney saw tho pitlent mother go
Ou ceaseless errands to and fro;
'They saw that licr foruMSMbept and thin,
Her Icmplea'gniy, her ciioeks sunk In,
Tiiey saw the quiver of lip and chin—
And then with a warmth ne oml I not smother,
-Uutspoice the youngest, Irailost brother:
Y«kt talk of sarin' wood and He
An’ t«a au’ Mig it, all' the Millie,
Dirt yok uerer talk ofrtvth' mother/"h -VS ̂  % —JnterioK
in
JOHN WESLEY HARDIN.
Han Career of a Man Who Did not Talon
Life In the LraaL
Philadelphia Times ]
A few yeara ago, when I was in tho
'Brittle bilsmess, I atarted out of tiie little
town of Cuero, Texas, on my return to
Dsn Autouio. Cuero was aud is still a
aort of headquarters for tho cowboys,
md it has been the scene of some of tho
bloodiest encounters ever witnessed. It
was there that two factions frequently
bet iu the wretched dirty streets, aud
the minute they caught sight of each
•other tlfcey always begun popping away
with rifle or revolver.
The'most desperate villain connected
with this crowd was John Wesley Har-
din, the sou a preacher, aud ante! low
who, to my certain knowledge, has
AilirifliAore tikaaadozen men. < i T >
There wns a good deal of drinking ‘and
ling in the town, and I hurried
offered to the first man who will shoot
him on sight. The Lone Star State must
be purged of suoh pets before she can
thrive.”
“That may be so,” said my companion
quietly, “but all I’ve oat got to say,
stranger, is that my name is John Wesley
Hardin!",
Never until that minute was I prepared
to t>eJiove that a man’s hair actually rises
on end when he is “struck ” with terror,
but when that horseman at my side an-
nounced himself as tho terrible desperado
whom I had b<»eu denouncing! distinctly
felt my hat slide up my forehead as my
hair stiffened and literally stood on- end.
I waa transfixed with feAr. For a few
seconds I couldn’t stir hand nor foot,
nor pould I speak a word. I never had
dreamed that the horseman was anything
other than a Texan cowboy, rough but
hospitable — one who had probably killed
his man, but who was not a dangerous
character.
Finally I managed to turn my eyes so
as to look at Hardin. Ho waa a little
back of me, riding at a leisurely gait,
and was looking straight at me, with a
peculiar smiluon his fac^— a smile which
I was sure meant Meath. Hardir
had shot? down a Sheriff a short time
before in cold blood and he thought no
more of a human life than he did of
brushing away a fly. I was cert:du he
would shoot me 4ea^ within tho next
throe minutes. I had my revolver at my
hip, but I did uot dare attempt to draw,
for the iifstant I moved a hand in that
direction he would send; a bullet through
my hrain. 1 In fa6t I (Titl not dare move
at all. I recall that tho end of my nose
began to itch terribly and yet I waa
afr.dd to raise my hand to scratch it,
through dread of drawing his fire.
By and by I managed to stammer:
“I— beg— your pardon— but— I didn’t—
know— it was you, Mr Hardin.”
“I judge not,” he said, with the same
horrid grin on liis face. “ I’ve only got
a word to add. When you’re traveling
through Texas learn wfio your parduer
is. Don’t talk too freely about your
betters. Good day sir,” and be wheeled
off to tire right, while I took to tho left.
playing the Jim Cume business so
long, and unfortunately without the
conclusion reached by Currie at Las
Vegas, that his last cr-imo roused
a strong feeling against him. Ad-
ditional rewards were offered for his
apprehension. As he had committed
many similar deeds in Arkansas and
Louisiana, the Aggregate amount offered
for his capture in the three States waa
$20,000.
The hunt for Hardin became so hot
under this extraordinary temptation
thi.t he saw the advisability of emigrat-
ing, at least until the excitement should
blow over. Texas is a big Stale, but it
was tqo small for him, and it soon be-
came known that he had disappeared.
He might have gone into, the Indian
Nation or beyond the pale of civiliza-
tion, but no one interested in bis cap-
ture could form the least idea where to
look for him. But the munificent re-
ward awajtbg tho man who should
deliver Hardiu to the authorities incited
tho best men to engage in the hunt.
One of these was a member of Lieu-
tenant Hall’s Rangers, as they are called.
Texas, as may not generally be known,
is provided with a hundred brave and
tried men, who constitute what may be
called her mounted police. They are
under the command ®f Lieutenant Ha|l,
and room the State from one end to the
other of the settled portion, hunting
horse-thieves, murderers and nil crim-
inals that are wanted by the authorities.
Lieutenant Hall is a prepossessing young
man, of sandy complexion, and a splen-
did rifle-shot. All his men have been
tried in the fire, and can be relied on.
It was one of these that determined to
capture Hardin, and who went about it
in tho only fashion that promised suc-
cess. He went off beyond Austin, where
the father of young Hardin wns running
a small rancho, and giving out that he
was hunting for similar property in the
same neighborhood, finally bought tho
one immediately, adjoining that of the
retired preacher. This done, the officer,
ns a pretended cattle-raiser, stocked it
and went to work.
Month after month he conducted him-4 . felf in the regulation way and gradually
I struck my pony into a gallop, but for kec(imo quite intimate with the old gou-
a moment I was sure Hardin would send t|eman# ̂ ft€r the day’s toil was over
a boll from his rifle after me, and when ! thev w*ould ait together in front of one
he did that he never failed to “ hit o{ {he houaes Bmoking their pipes and
tfcrongh my business, mounted my mus-
tuag and struck off at an easy gallop for
8ri& Antonia. Only a little way out I
drew up at the roadside jmd went into
an* of those miserable little Texas inns
•ib get something to eat/ 1 had scarcely
-aerited myself at tho table when a small,
bright-eyed fellow came in,' set his gun
behind the door and flat down on the
other aide of the table. We nodded fa-
miliarly to each other, exchanged a few
words and passed such food as we needed,
vra being the only two in the room. He
.Mfcpd me which way I was going, and
when I mentioned; “Santone,” as it is
-rihrays pronounced in Texas, ho
•aid he would accompany me a shor',
distance, but would have to turn off be-
fore going far. We paid our IpH, mounted
mustang and moved off side by side,
ty companion, although unedheated,
Tms quite intelligent, I kept iny horse
A» my > an ion,
•down to a walk so as to converse with
him during the short distance we wereto
bri companions. ̂  ” a-, * '
“•You Ye from the North, ain't yent?"
1b asked.
I replied that I was, but that I had
lean in Texas several years. /
m What do you think of the country ? ”
bri asked, tl 11,1,11/ . i , '
•‘It has fjrand possibilities before it,”
X replied, with eonsiaerable earnestness ;
•“ita area is so prodigious that it is capa-
ble of making a dozen good sized States,
adits soil; climate, and natural faoili-
ttaa mark it as the coming empire. But
M has ite disadvantages also.”
“ What’s thpm ? ”, -asked my compan-
foamoro eagerly than grammatically.
44 Well, one thingM^m need of bet-
*far government. There is too much
OritUwry. Texas averages a murder a
day, and I have heard the authorities
• state that there are v full thousand mur-
• decern remaining at large within her
^borders to-day*” ./ «
1 concluded I had a native Texan with
bm and I would give him a little needed
advice, or, more* property, inturmation.
~l never saw any plac&.wharA crime
It viewed with such leniency, if not
^admiration, as in Texas. ’The. greatest
f glory of a Texan is to boast of being fl
'bad man,’ and no one is of mnen ac-
- count who has not Julled some one. All
Ilia baa got to change - befaro Texas can
make any really material progress. The
beat thing she can do just now is to
lumg her Loiigfays, her Thompsons and
'John Wesley Hnrdii s”
"No, nor do I wish to excepting that
I would like to pu1! one end of the mpe
• Hud waa to hang them. I feel a special
.hgfr?d of Mm Wesley Hardin.”
"Well, lie's tiie son of ' a preacher,
-who warned him after the great founder
of Methodism, and he is the worst sort
 man who' kills in mere wantonness,
.and I would give five hundred dollars
~ tikii minute for the privilege of strangling
riba life out of him. He is a curse to
hard.” No pen can describe my agony
of apprehension for a miuute or so, but
when I glanced furtively over my shoul-
der the little horseman was riding
'leisurely along beyond rifle-shot and did
not look behind him.
He spared my life that morning merely
because the whim happened to take pos-
session cf him, for a more heartless des-
perado and a more deliberate murderer
never lived than John Wesley Hardin.
He wan what might be called the pro-
duct of the reconstruction days of Texas,
wbph the StateiWas under military rule
and when public feeling was such as to
develop all the innate deviltry in a man’s
nature. ,.**<
"When Hardin was. yet a boy ho began
the amusement of shooting negroes. He
audoue or two reckless companions would
visit a picnic, creata, a disturbance and
begin shooting right and left. When
they were out of ammunition or the signs
were unpropitious they would mount
their horses and dash away. Again they
would gallqp through a company with
the object of seeing who could kill the
most, with their mustangs in full speed.
But shooting of “niggers” became monr
otonoos to Hartliri, and lie be^aU picking
off those of his own race. It would re-
quire hours to tell the sanguinary af-
frays in which he waa engaged, and in
which he emerged the sole surviver.
Some of these, perhaps, were defensible,
as he was not always theblamable party,
but the majority of them were simply
cold-blooded murders. 
Atxhit five years ago a hoted buKy
below Austin shot a young man on the
street one evening while he was promen-
ading with a young lady to whom he was
engaged. It was done in pure wanton-
ness, and of course, the fellow was never
punished by the law, but a brother of
the victim was so infuriated over the
deed that he caught up a double-bar-
reled shot-gun and started out for the
murderer. Hardin asked him what he
intended to do and was told. Hardin
laughed, and warned him that it would
he sure death for iihm to attempt any
•tich thing; But the^yoxng man would
not be dissuaded. He meant to shoot
down Kke a dog the wretch who had
done the same .to his brother.
“ Very WeU,” sud Hardin, “I will go
along aud see fair play.” '*
The ymnng man caught sight of the
wretch for whom ho was looking on the
oppeffte side of the street, aud delib-
erately rtiised his gun and too^ aim.
Just as he polled the trigger the erimi-
nal observed him, but too late to escape
oijget the dromon the boy. The latter
pulled trigger and the gun missed ire.
The desperado smiled grimly, and draw«
ing up his revolver, eaid j n 1
zM Now, jt?s my tin ; that's just aboft
toy' distabce, and tb pfe^ent any acci-
dents, my. kid, I woa!t give yen time to
say your 'prayers,-”— He’ had reached
that point in his address, when John
Wesley Hardin took a hand in the little
game and the speaker never completed
his sentence, and never will, inasmuch
as he dropped dead at the most interest-
'ing point, killed by a shot from Har-
din’s pistol. This* was fshput the best
thing Hardiu ever did, and yet, when I
quest oned him nbWut it, he would not
admit that. be did the killing. The most
talking about everything that came into
their minds, with the exception that
John Wesley was never alluded to by
either. They spent hours in this fash-
ion, and at other times would gather in
the village store near by, which answered
as the post office, where they would join
iu gossip and discussion while smoking
their pipes — in the manner so popular
all through our country.
The months passed in this fashion, and
the' summer was pretty well gone, when
one day the elder Hardin look a letter
to the office to mail It was in a
crumpled, yellow envelope, and dii ected
in a scrawling hand. The detective
walked to the store with Hardin, who
carried the letter in his pocket, and he
made up his mind that it was intended
for his son, John Wesley. This was the
very clue for which the officer had been
waiting all these months, and this was
the first time he hod seen tho reverend
gentleman take a letter to the office. It
was necessary to see the directions upon
the missive, and not only that, but ho
must be sure that the discovery is made
without attracting the slightest suspicion
to himself. He saw no chance to do
either while on the road.
Within tho office, the Rov. Mr. Hardin
brought a three-cent stamp, solemnly
which the agent agreed to telegraph 1pm
at the upper station whenever the my th-
ical Sam Jones should beard the train.
Of course the agent could be trusted to
keep the secret, as that was a part of
bis business, though he was far from
suspecting the importance of the case.
Having done all he could, the detective
took the cans to the station above, where
he spent several days in lounging about
and smoking bad cigars while waiting
for the dispatch. At the end of throe
days it came.
• «« .
"Jones has jnst boarded the train; sits in
lat*t car ; man with him ; nobody else iu thecar. ,
* . «J. vi. •! "Agent."
The officer had just enough time in
which to complete his arrangements. It
was a warm, sultry day. even for that
season/ ’and as the little locomotive came
wheezing into the depot, with two
rickety cars behind it, there were five
passengers waiting at the depot appar-
ently to get on board, but as the cars
slowed up one of these men, with a
Winchester rifle at full cock, stationed
himself near the side window, assuming
sqoh a position that neither of the two
young men, who sat in their shirt
sleeves, noticed him.
The next minute two other men, fully
anrned, boarded the rear platform and
entered the door ; at the same instant
the detective and a friend entered the
frontdoor and moved carelessly down
tho aisle in the direction of the two pas-
sengers. The latter glanced up sharply,
but saw nothing to cause misgiving, and
continued talking. The next moment
the officer reached a point in the aisle
directly opposite the couple. Stopping
suddenly, he exclaimed :
“ How are you, John Wesley Har-
din ?”
As quick ns lightning the desperado
threw liti haul back to his hip to draw
his revolver. As he did so one of those’
behind him grasped his arm and the
fight began. The two strong men pre-
cipitated themselves upon Hardin, who,
though disarmed, fought like a wild cat.
They gpt him down in tho ai-de, where
they finally overpowered and put tho
nippei s on him. W idle they were doing
this tho other two officers were engaged
in a deadly struggle with the other des-
perado, who showed an overweening am-
bition to mingle in tho business. The
only way convenient to dissuade him
was to shoot him dead, which was done.
All this time the other friend held his
position on the outside with his cocked
Winchester, rather more than willing to
fire if only a suitable pretext should pre-
sent itself.
Hardin was taken linok to Texas, tried,
found guilty and sentenced to twenty-
five years’ imprisonment Ho is now in
tho gtajte Penitentiary at Austin, where
I saw him three years age* He told me
he was suffering from a wound in his
side, but is not without hope that he will
be pardoned by the Governor after serv-
ing a few more years. J udging from |he
fashion in Texas, this hope is likely t<M>e
gratified, though the crime/he has com-
mitted could not bo expiated by a dozen
such worthless lives as his.
A Forest Scene Beside the Amazon.
On the third evening after our depart-
ure from Bogota we encamped on the
banks of the Rio Patamayo (a tributary
of the Amazon), in a group of majestic
adansonias, or monkey fig trees. High
over our heads we heard an incessant
grunting and chattering, but the even-
down on one corner of. the soiled envel
ope with his horny fist, and finally
passed it over to the village postmaster.
While he was engaged in this deliber-
ate proceeding the detective approached
the counter and asked the postmaster
for a newspaper. The official turned to
look for it The instant his face was
averted the officer glanced over the
shoulder of Hardin and read the super-
scription on the envelope. .He saw that
it was directed to a Mr. Samuel Jones,
of whom he had never heard, and whose
postoffice address was a remote town iu
Florida. It made no difference. The
detective was convinced he hud discov-
ered the whereabouts of John Wesley
H&rdin, for whose capture suoh a large
reward was waiting.
The conversation went on as usual
through the evening. The same parties
congregated after night, and the detect-
ive and tho Rev. Mr. Hur.liu met aud
smoked their pipes as before, while the
weeks and months passed by. Finally
Mr. Hardin’s neighbor said he guessed
he would take a run up to Austin to see
about selling some of his cattle. Ac-
cordingly he bade his friend good-by
for several days, mounted his mustang
and galloped off He never stopped
traveling— -dispensing with his horse as
soon as possible — i
the innumefaDie snoonngs in wmen ne
wm engaged. > ' 'll
Some time after Hardin met the
Sheriff on the street and asked him
whether he had • wairant for his ajrest.
The officer replied that he had not'.
“ Well, I heard you had,” said Hardin,
“ ami it's best to be on the safe side,”
and drawing his pistol in his lightning-
like fashion, he shot the officer dead.
This murder was the Inst feather upon
and there ought to be a reward the camerfl back Hardin had been
until he reached a cer-
tain remote town in Florida, where,
gotten up as an ordinary every-day
laborer, lie took a little tramp through
the surrounding country. He was for-
tunate enough that day to catch sight
of the mythical personage at work in
the field of a fanner. One searching
glance was enough. The high, broad
cheek-bones, the small, piggy eyes, the
beardless face and slight musou ar fig-
ure belonged to John Wesley Hardin
and no one else. That young man walk-
ing about was a moving treasure-box of
$20,000, waiting for some one to come
aad turn the key and walk off with the
contents. Did the officer do it? Not
by any means. He simply took the one
aU-snMcienl g^ioe aad passerby an$
out,©! sight. 'He would no more uSfi
ventured over the fence into the field to
to arrest the desperado than he would
have attempted to put a bit in the mouth
of a rapine Bengal tiger. • ’• **
In a desultory talk with the station
agent who was also the telegraphist
nearby, the officer learned that Sam
Joneswasaccnajtomed once or twice a
week to take the care and ride to a sta-
tion about twelve miles above, where he
was paying his addresses to some lady.
The officer made an arrangement by
PEBRY DAVIS’
Pain-Kite
















FOB HALE BY ALL DRUUUIST8.
HOSMEfe
Fitters
JUalarla Is an Unseen, Vaporous
Poison,
Spreading diaeaaa and death In many looallUM, for whlob
quinine li no genuine aptldote, Dut for the effect* o!
which Host*, tier’s Stomach Bitten U not Jnhr a thorough
remedy, but a reh-.ble preTentlre. To tbii fact there la
an orerwhi lmlnf array of teeUmony, extending over a
period of thirty yean. AU disorder* of the llrer, stom-
ach and bowsls are also conquered by the Bitten.
PT for sale by aU Drucglata and Dealers generally.
HolmaiVs Pads.
in the top branches of the tall trees.
Tho nest morning, however, the noise
recommenced, and we saw that the grunt-
ers were a sort of small raccoons, and the
chatterers a troop of monos, or capuchin
monkeys.
After a consultation with the Indians
we fastened onr monkey, Billy, to a string
and made him go up the tree as high os
we could drive him - without betraying
our presence to his relatives. We had
no traps for catching them, but our plan
was to let them come near enough for
us to shoot one of the mothers without
hurting her babies. Billy's rope, as we
had expected, gotentangled before long,
and, finding himself at the end of his
tether, he began to squeal, and his cries
soon attracted the attention of his friends
in the tree top. We heard a rustling in
the branches, and presently an old ring-
tail made his appearance, and, seeing a
stranger, his chattering at once brought
down a troop of his companions, mostly
old males, though. Mother monkeys
with babies are very shy, and those m
the tree top seemed to have some idea
that all was not right.
Their husbands, though, came nearer
and nearer, and had almost reached Bil-
ly’s perch, when all at once their leader
slipped behind the tree like a dodging
squirrel, and at the same moment we
heard from above a fierce, Img-drawu
scream; a harpy eagle was circling round
the tree top, and, coming down with a
sudden swoop, he seized one Kickless
mother monkey that had not found time
to reach a hiding place. The poor thing
held on to her branch with all her might,
knowing that her life and her baby’s
were at stake, but the eagle caught her
by the throat, and his throttling ohitch
at last macie her relax her grip, and,
with a single flop of his mighty wings,
the harpy raised himself some twenty
feet, mother, baby and all Then we
witnessed a most curious instance of ma-
ternal devotion and animal instinct— un-
less L should call it presence of mind;
when branch after branch slipped from
her grip and all hope was over, the
mother with her own hands tore her ba-
by froth her neck and Qpng it down into
the tree, rather than to have it share the
fate she knew to be in store for herse f.
I stood up and fired both barrels of my
gun after the robber, but without effect;
the rascal had already ascended to a
height of at least 200 feet, and he flew
off with his victim dangling between his
claws.— Z>r. F. L. Oswald, in St, Nich-
olas.
nXDSUAMMm
Holman's Ague, Liver A Stomach
Pad, For Malaria, Ague and StouuMk
troubles. PRICE, $2.00
Holman's Special Pad. Adapt** t*
old chronic cases. $3.00.
Holman's Spleen Belt. For stubbow
cases of enlarged Spleen and unyielding Li rat
and Stomach troubles, $5 .CO.
Holman's Infant's Pad. For aiimana
of 1 nfants aad Children. $ | , $0.
Holman's Abdominal Pad, Foruur*
ins, Ovarian and Bladder troiAles. $0.00*
Holman's Renal or Kidney Pad.
For Kidney Complaints. $2 .00.
Holman's Pectorlal Pad. For aiu*.
tiona of tho Chest and Lungs. $3.00,
Holman's Absorptive Medicinal
Body Plaster. Tho best Plaster in tin
world. Porous on Rubber basis. 2&0.
Holman’s Absorptive Medicinal
Foot Plasters. For Cold Feet, Head-
•chonnd Sluggish Circulation, (per pair) 2f^O*
Absorption Salt for Medicated
Baths. For Colds, Rheumatism and all casea
where a medicated Bath is needed, also an excel,
lent foot bath, (per H lb- Pelage) 25C.
FOR SALE BY All DRUGGISTS,
bo tent by Ekpreso at Purchaser s expense.
The success of HOLMAN’S PADS has inspired
ImiiatoTt who offer Pads similar in form “nd
odor to the true HOLMAN’S, saying, "They
arc just the same, etc.
1 Beware of all bOgUS Fads only mada to oeQ an
the reputation of the genuine.
See that each Pad bean the Private Rev
enue Stamp of the holman pad conl
PANY, with above Trade Mark printed In Kreeri.
Da. HOLMAN’S advice is frw. Fufl ueatiae
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To Removb Dandruff. — Thia is a
natural secretion, but becomes a cutane-
ous complaint by neglect. Take an
ounce o[ powdered borax, a piece of
unslacked lime the size of a chestnut,
and a table-spoonful of spirits of am-
monia; put them in a quart bottle, and
fill it up with boiled or pump water.
After twelve hours apply this wash to
the scalp. Ladies can apply it best
with a small sponge. Rinse with tepid
water. After a few applications the
scales will disappear, the bair becomes
soft and brilliant, and the young hair
will be seen to start out. Dandruff
should be cured gradually, so as not to
produce sick headache or dizziness by
its sudden suppression.
The excessive mortality of infants
within the first year has been lately dis
cussed among medied men in Paris. M.
Bonohardat contends that the great mass
of the milk sold in. Paris does not fulfill
the conditions indispensable to alimenta-
tion of infants; that, it does not digest
like mother’s milk, . but produces diar-
rhea, which is the chief cause of the ex-
cessive mortality. He considers that ef-
fort should be made to secure maternal
suckling (except in very rare cases),
M. Jules Guerin, while agreeing as to
the prevalence of infantile diarrhea, con-
siders that more attention should be paid
to adaptation of cow’s milk, and, in arti-
ficijti lactation, to the digestive powers
of the child. He had often observed
that infants fed with good cow’s milk had
diarrhea, because the milk was too
su-ong or given in too great quantity.
Bathing Children..— vSome mothers
think when their children uet beyond
two or three years of age tue frequent
entire bath can bo dispensed with. If
some of the main facts of physiology
were well known and understood every
one would perceive that cleanliness of
the skin ia one of the conditions of good
health. It happens when bathing is dis-
regarded that the lungs, kidneys or bow-
els have more than their own apportion-
ment of work. If they are strong and
healthy they may bear the tax without
apparent dll, but, in most oases, a lower-
ing of the vitality and tone of the sys-
tem ensues. Large bath tubs are con-
venient and pleasant, but not indispens-
able for proper dieaning of the skin. A
speedy aponging of the body in pure
water, followed by friction in pure air,
is all that is necessary. When disin-
clined to use water a thorough applica-
tion of the flesh brush to the whole per-
son is an excellent substitute; especially
oa retiring, it relieves nervousness,
equalizes the circulation, and induces
quiat sleep. Mothers, above all, should
see that their children are well bathed.
If their skins are kept active and healthy
tliere will not be half the danger from
fewer, colds and eruptions. If your little
one is cross and troublesome, and finds
na occupation that pleases him, try the
effects of a bath; sometimes it is magi-
cal, and if tired he will go to sleep and
awake bright, cheerful and happy. Do
not, as some people do, plunge a child
- in cold water when he screams and
shrinks from it, thinking yon are doing
a good deed. Nature must be the guide.
If vour child has a nervous constitution
a shock of this kind is only exhausting
and injurious.
Prejudice Kill*.
u Elevenycan. our daughter Buffered on a bed
of miBury under the care of tovcral of the best
(and some of the woist) phvBioiaun, who gave
her diaeaae various names but uo relief, and
now eheis restored to. us in good health by as
simple a remedy as Hop Bitten, that we bad
poohed At for two years, before 'using it We
earnestly hope and pray that no one else will
1& their sick suffer as we did, on account of
prejudice against bo good a medicine as Hop
Bituas."— The Pareuts.— rf/cyrmn.
Fire Department In France*
While Paris is far ahead of cities in
the United States in regard to some of
her mumoipal arrangements, iu others
she is quite deficient. Her streets are
cleaned when necessary, as if by magic.
Let there be a snowfall, and thousands
of men will be out armed with shovbls,
Ac., and iu a twinkling the thorough-
fares are as free from the unwelcome
visitant as if it had never come.
But the fire service is simply execra-
ble. Hand pumps are used, and they
will not throw the water with sufficient
force to reach the upper stories of the
immense buildiugs there. Some steam
pumps a>e employed but they are never
ready and it takes so long before they
can be upon the scene of action as to be
often of really little service. % When the
Magazin du Printonips buraed it was
between two and three hours after the
fire broke out before the steam pumps
arrived, and then the stream could only
be lent into the third story.
• It would make the Pat isians open their
eyes somewhat could they see the celer-
ity with which the firemen in our large
cities move. Every thing is so perfectly
adjusted that almost before the echo of
the bell which calls them has died away,
the engines, hose carts and ladders are
in rapid motion, and unless the fire had
got under strong headway before discov-
ered it perishes almost in an instant.
The people on both sides ot the water
ooiild learn something from each other
in regard to living. -
Origin of the Sisters of Charity.
In the year 1017, when Vincent was
one day going up the pulpit atChatillon,
a lady who had come to hear him preach
detained him for a moment, with the
request to make mention in his sermon
of a poor family living about half a
league from Chatillon, where there was
muck sickness and great need of hety.
Vincent was asked to recommend this
family to the charity of the congrega-
tion. This he did with such effect that
several of the people set out, on leaving
the church, to visit the poor family, and
took with them bread, meat and other
things for their relief. After vespers,
Vincent went also to visit, them, and was
surprised to meet so many of the people
coming back. His practical eye at once
perceived that the matter had been car-
ried to excess. The poor people had
reooiwad far more than they could use.
Mauy of the provisions would be spoiled
before they could be availed of, and the
family for whose benefit these offerings
were intended would be as badly off as
before. Vincent began to think that
system and organizatiou were needed.
He formed a parochial association, which
ho called the Confraternity of Charity ;
and out of this little streamlet of good
works at Chatillon grew avast organiza-
tion for the benefit of the jioor.
Table Manners.
Nothing is so important in the train-
ing of a family of children (after teach-
ing them reverence and to tell the truth),
as to give them goad table manners,
says an article in Harper’s Bazar, from
which are taken these extracts : It is
said by foreigners to be a great national
defect with us Americans. We do not,
as a natibn, comport ourselves well at
the table. In the first place, we eat too
fast,, and are apt to make a noise over
our soup. Well-bred people put theii
soup into their mouths without a sound,
lifting up their spoon slowly, thinking
about it, and managing to swallow it
noiselessly. In fiie second place, we are
accused of chewing our food Vith the
mouth open, and of putting too much
in the mouth at once. Again, we are
accused, particularly at railway stations
and at hotels, of putting our heads in
our plates, and of eating with the knife
instead of with the fork. Borne people
eat instiuctivoly and with great elegance ;
some never achieve elegance in these
minor matters, but ail should strive for
it. There is no more repulsive object
than a person who eats noisily, grossly,
inelegantly. Dr. Johnson is remembered
for his brutal way of eating almost os
much as for his great learning and
genius* With him it was selfish preoc-
cupation. Fish and fruit are eaten with
silver knives and forks; or, if silver fish-
knives are not provided, a piece of bread
can be held in the left hand. Fish cor-
rodes a steel kuive. Never tilt a soup-
plate for the last drop, or scrape your
plate clean, oi drain your wine-glass to
the dregs. Leave something for “ man-
ners a good old rule. A part of table
manners should be the conversation. By
mutual oonsant, every one should bring
only the best that is m him to the table.
There should be the greatest care taken
in the family circle to talk of only agree-
able topics at meals. The mutual for-
bearance which prompts the neat dress,
the respectful bearing, the delicate habit
of eating, the attention to table etiquette,
should also make the mind put on its
best ilresa, and the effort of any one at a
meal should be to make himself or her-
self as agreeable as possible. No one
shoudft ahow any haste in being helped,
any displeasure at being left until the
last li is always proper at on informal
meal to ask for a second cut, to say that
rare or underdone beef is more to your
taste than the more cooked portions, to
ask for another glass of champagne or
sherry. But one never asks twice for
soup or fish ; one is rarely helped twice
at dessert. These dishes, also salad, are
supposed to admit of but one helping.
Haunted He*
A wortringman says: “Debt, poverty and
Buffering haunted mo for years, caused by a
sick family and large bills for doctoring, which
did no good. I was completely diacouragt d,
until one year ago, by the advice of my nastor,
1 procured Hop Bittera and commenced their
use, and in one month we were all well, end I
want to eay to all poor men, you can keep your
families well a year with Hup Bitters lor leas
than one doctor’B visit will cost,”— C/iris/ion
Advocate.
H« Was for the Man.
A transcript of the evidence in a
woman case” which was appealed to
the Supreme Court of Indiana from a
county near by contains the following
paragraphs. It seems tne woman was
giving her testimony, and the clerk thus
records it:
Question— 4‘ Was the defendant pres-
ent at the time ?”
Answer — “ No.” Hero the witness be-
gan to sob and cry bitterly.
Question — 44 Did you see him about
that time?”
Answer — 44 No.” Here the witness
threw herself down on the floor, yelled,
bellowed and walloped herself around
until she had to be carried out of the
room. When the Judges read this tran-
script it is said one of them remarked:
“ If tluit clerk wants to see a woman
wallop herself around and raise the ceil-
rug off the house he ought to catch a
sight of my wife when she is in one of
her tantrums. 'Gentlemen, I’m not fit
to pasw on this case. I’m for the man,
up and down, iu spite of the devil.
Inter Ocean.
In April Last,
twenty-four membcrB of Arlington’s minstrels
were taking Warner s Safe Kidney tud Liver
Cure. It made them happy.
The Horse’s Friend.
Even a horse may find it advantageous
to have “ a friend at court” A market
gardener noticed that a basket in which
was placed fresh carrots was frequently
emptied. He asked the gardener, who
said that he could not understand it, but
would watch for the thief.
A quarter of an hour had elapsed
when the dog was seen to go to the bas-
ket, take out a carrot and carry it to thestable. •
Dogs do not oat raw carrots, so further
inquiry was necessary.
The observers now found that the dog
had business with a horse, his night
companion ; with wagging tail he offered
the latter the fruit of Ids larceny, and
the horse nlade no difficulty about ac-
cepting it ,
The scene waa repeated until the car-
rots were all gone. The dog hod long
made a favorite of this horse. There
were two horses in the stable, but the
other received no notice, much l*** car-
tots \— Advance.
i Wot* you go to bed take a doee of Kidney-
1 Wort It keeps the bowels in order.
** Hough on Rato.’*
Ask Druggists for it. It deartf out rati, mice,
roaeWea, bed-bugs, tlieg, vermin, insects. 16c.
Dm. Winchkll’s Teething Syrup haB never
failed to give immediate relief when used in
caseyif Summer Complaint, Cholera-infantum,
or pAu in the stomach. Mothers, when' your
little darlings are; suffering from these or kin-
dred causes, do not hesitate to give it aKrial
You will surely, bo pleased with the charming
effect Be sure to buy Dr. WincheU’s Teething
Syrup, liold by all druggists. Only 25 cents
per bottle. _
I 'tjr i Con Liter Oil made
livers, on the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard A
Oo., Hew York, it is ab&olutdy pure and
sweet Patient* who have once taken it prefer
it to all others. Physicians have deddodit su-
perior to any of the other oils in market
Fob Headache, Constipation, Liver Comulaint
and all bilioUfraerangementi of the blood, there
is no remedy as sure and safe as Eilert’s Day-
light Liver Pills. They stand unrivalled in re-
moving bile, toning the stomach ami in giving
healthy act* n to the liver. Bold by all druggists.
The successful man has many imitators in
his peculiar lino of business, but- still there is
only one origiautor. Bo, also, the great petro-
leum hairrenower, Carboliuo, as now improved
and perfected, holds the palm against all imita-
tors as a genuine article of merit Try it
Put on Da. Holman’s Liver Pad, the host
stapach and liver regulator in the world. It
inTurcs** sound stomach, good digestion, pure
blood and perfect nerve action.
For Rheumatism, Sprains and Bruises, uso
Uncle Barn's Nerve and Bone Liniment, sold by
all druggists.
KKNCCEU FROM DEATH.
William J.Ooagblin.hfSomsnille, M*h., (ajn: Ir. the
fall of 1876 I waa taken with bleadinc of tti* langa, fol
low ad bj aaernra oouffh. I loat my app«tit« and flesh,
and waa c nifincd to my bed. In 1877 I waa admitted to
ihe hoapital. The doctor* aatd I had a bole in my lungaa
big aa a half dol!ar. At ono time a report went around
that I waa dead. I gave up hope, but a friend told me o(
Dr. William Hall's Balsam fob the Lungs. I got
a bottle, when, to my aurptlae, 1 commenced to feel bet-
ter, and to-day I feel better than for three year* paat. I
write this hoping every one afll cted with diaeaaed lungs
will take Da. Willum Hall's Balsam, and be con
vlncel that consumption can Bit cubed. I can poal
Uvely aay it has done more good than all the other medi-
cines 1 baW takan aince my iickue«s.
$b to $26
puwo' oo *;w |vXoh ccaippy vtou n . *
faaqMejj 'owj »«iaurrg 'eiuASy <»l A«(| jod ulu)
* WMlt 1n rour own town. Temu and M ontfll
WOOfree. Aduresa H. Hallktt A Co., Portlahd, Me
"TVIf. IIUNTRIt, 103 St-te «!., Chicago, treats enoU ceufuliy Throat and Lung Diseaaei by Inlmlati >n
tf«79 A WEEK. 913 a day at home easily made. Ooetlf
w / fc outfit free. Address Tnu* A Co., Augusta, Me
selected
A GENTS WANTED for the Bert and Fastest.
l\ Selling Pictorial Books and Riblee. Price* reduced
83 per ct. National Publuhlnq Co., Chicago, I1L
AGENTS WANTED £2! “•itiiVi!?,:?





onmpetifcon. Business 1 gut.
Extra Hlg Puy to Agents
of either set for Aagust and
September. Now Is the Um^
Send at once for circular end
fnl! particulars. Address P. O. Box 86, Huntingdon, Pa.
FREE
$25 Every Day
Can be easily made with oar
Well Augers & Drills
One men and one hone required. We
, W arrested the Beet en Earth!
_ _ LOOMIS 1 MfIMN. TiPFU. OHIO.
FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.
Beet In the Werld. Get the gennlee. Kw-
*,*T fed Freror’s! M) L EVE H VWH K K U.marl
This Riding Saw Machine cuts off s 3
fbot log in 2 minutes, and warranted the
best and cheapest that li made. We
will not be undersold If we know
It. Our circulars ore
'free, and a beautiful
present will bo aent to_ every one who win
send us the poet office addrae of ten farmcra or lumber-
men who are going' to cut toga or cord wood. Address,
United State* Manufacturing Company, Chicago. I1L
For Two
Generations
The good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-
TANG LINIMENT, has done
more to assnage pain, reliere
suffering, and safe the Urea of
men and beasts than fell other
liniments pat together. Why!
Because the Mustang pene-
trates through skin and flesh
to the rery bone, driring out
all pain and soreness and
morbid secretions, and restor-









extra u chib agents dm-
A New Book Free!
Every pereon sending 91.00 to THE CHICAGO
LEDGER during lbs month of August will seortve tbs
paper for one year, and, in addition, iMy select one of
the books trom the 1 at printed bo ow, and we will lead
It, postpaid, on r^oelptof money and name of tbs new
•abeertber, and the MNnfcr and name of the book Indi-
cated. This offer will bold good only for toe month ol
August, 18»1. Address
CHICAGO LED® EH. Chicago, IU.
L Is Hr Popknjay? A Novel. By Anthony Trollope.
A A Bkautikul Woman. A Romance. By Leon.
Brook.
9. Honob’h Worth. A Novel By Meta Orred.
U. The Young Duke. A Novel By Benjamin Dis-
nelL
19. Among Alien*. A Novel By Mrs. F. K. Trollope.
Ill u*'rated.
X. The Mistletoe Bough, edited by M. E. Brtddon.
IL Kunor Dbthen. A Novel By Mn. K. S. Mao-
qoold.
88. The Last Dat* or Pomhot. Br Edward Bnlwer.
36. JaneEtbk. A Novel By Charlotte Bronte.
|7. An KiR for an Rye. A Novel. Br A. Trollope.
88. Man and Win. A Novel. By Wilkie Collins.
19 A Tbuk Mahiuaok. A Novel. Br Emily Rpender.
43 The Last or Her Line. A Novel. By Kliie
Tabor.
48. Coward Conscience. A Novel By F. W. Rob-
inson.
60. Quaekr Cousin*. A Novel. By Agnes MaodoneU.
U. UndebOne Boor. A Novel. By Jamas Payn.
66. LA^nMLn'* Widowhood, a Novel By R. B.
10. John Hautax, Gentleman. A Novel. By Mlse
Mulook.
66. Hf.nrV Esmond. A Novel By W. M. Thackeray.
67. Mr^ Leslie or Uhduwood. A Novel By Mary
By Green-77. KXUBEM DavAoer. A Tale for Boys. (
aw. By Sir Walter Boott, Bart. Ilfd.
til. A Novel By Anthony Trollope.




$7. The Parson  y U
Fenn.
88. High Spirits. By James Payn.
H. Little Miss P. imbosr. A Novel By Ellas
Tabor.
96. Donna Quixote. A Novel By Justin McCarthy.
101 The Greatest Heiress m England. A Novel
By Mrs. Oliphnnt.
104. Friend and Lover. A Novel By Isa Dnffus
Hardy.
rbara. A Novel Bv
109 A Silvan Qu» en. A No
111 A Wayward Wom
IU LTDU L PIIHI1I, OF LTII, IUL>
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
ve Care
By R. D. Blackmor*.
By R. D. Hlaclovel. K I). B k
By Charles Kipgaley.




101 Ba yM^B. Braddoa.
Ill an. ̂ Novel. By A. GHfBths.
114. Two Women. A Novel. By Georgians M.Oraik.
116. For Her Dear Saer. A Novel By Mary Cecil
Hay.
130. Olara Vaughan. A Novel.
138. Mary Anirley. A No
180. Hypathia. A Novel j
189. Loi d Brackxnbuby.
Edwards.
141. Just As 1 Am. A Novel By M. R. Braddon.
148. From the Wing-. A Novel By B. H. Buxton.
149. He That Will Not when He May. A Novel
By Mrs. Ollptunt.
160. Kndymion. A Novel By the Earl of Beaoonsfleld.
161 A Confidential Agent. A Novel. By James
Payn.
169. Better than Good. A Story for Girls. By Annie
E. Ridley.
161 The Glen or Biltbb Birches. A Novel By B.
O. Blackburns.
861 Miss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt
874. In The clouds. By Sarah Bernhardt
041. The Mill on the Floss. By Geerge Eliot
161 Sunrise. A Novel By William Blaok.
98. A Doubting Heart. A Novel By Annie Reary.
909. Over the Sea with the Bailor. By Walter
Reaont and James Bice.
907. Three Sewino Girls. By Lnoy Randall Comfort
876. No. 8 Grove Road. I'r Mr*. Oliphant
877. Rachel Gray. By Julia Kavanagb.
886. Miss Lxtty's Experiences. By Miss Mulook.
891 Forestalled. By M. Betham Edwards. Tk
9110. Pictures from Italy. By Charles Dickens. W
936. Pictures from Ireland. By Terenoe McGrath. Dun
Ac.
It will cor* entirely the worst fora of Panels Ohh»
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Vieira
Hon. Palling and Displacements, and the cousegwen*
Spinal Weakness end la particularly adapted te *»-
Change of Ufa.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from IL* i
an aarly Mage of development The tendency 6ei
eeroua humors tksre Is checked very speedily by ttswra
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all
illeves weakness of thefor stimulants, and relieves <
It cures Bloating, neadaohes, Nervous
General Debility, Bleepiesmeee, Depression and XadA
gestlon.
That feellngfof bearing down, rousing pi1n.wi$0G
and backache, fa always permanently cured by tie wra
It will stall times and under all clrrumsUneeseebtii
harmony with the laws that govern the female utfira
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either ok Odn
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA K. PIN CHAM’S YMTABLS CM*-
POUND is prepared at 131 and 336 Weston Avsesiw
Lynn, Rasa Prlo*$L llx bottle* for 96. Sent by **•
tnthefbrm of pills, also intha fora ofk
receipt of prtoe, 91 per boi for either. Mrs. !
freely answers all letters of Inquiry. 9*nd for)
let Address as abov*. MiatUm thU Agra.
No family should b* without LYDIA &
LIVER FILLd. They euro eousti patton,
end torpidity of the liver, ttoants per ben.
x dV Sold by all Druggie te. "C9
I August Send Quick for sp^rimwi mm and tuff
of July
 lo
A GEJfTH WANTED hi every dty and town in
A the United SUtroto sell a handsome and attractive
Novelty lor Ledie*' Wear. On receipt of Uo a sample
hop bitters:




Aed the Purest and Best Medical Quai>
ties or all other Bittees.
THEY CURE
AH Disease* of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,




Will be peld for a eaae they will not euro oT
help, or for anything impure or Injurious
found In them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitten and trf
them before you sleep. Take ae ether*
D I* C. la an absolute and irresistible euro for
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
Send for Circular.
nb Ague, Headache, DyspepsK Liver Cora pi a tot.
Warranted purely vegetable. Fttty pill* In n baa.
Sent by mall on receipt of £»i cents In stamps.
0. 0. KANO, Druggist, 1676 Niagara St. Buffale.M.Y..
S*or OlxiKlfli and
AND ALL OI9KASIS
Caused by Malarial Peleontng ef 4b* MeadL
A WARRANTED CUBE.
Prloe, 81«OQ« PoreelebrallDrugiMa
TDIITU 11 M,0HTT- iW"wtr»i*<4
1 If V I F! «i," rwCMASTilu n.omi
'•Mi* Km* mt WIsm4 •« hr « m*« »IU m*.
mMM, wtw rf •,«*. m4 hrk «l kth. m*4 a etitirv.
•irv*as * Mr font* kwWrS w Wh. tmWHiMCf
m4mu4. via mw*. *• m4 H“* " »—€ »*4
MM rf aurMn. Mr.t; n— .4 to *U •* Mill*.
Uinm rtrfTL HmSsm, IS Umi'i n. *•*••. Mm*
m LIGHT®
IW-NKRVpUS DEBILITY. Inst MaidbnA
»nd Impaired power* cured by MATHS*#
improved Electro-Magnetic Belt and / ’
Pad combined; alto of Pad. 7sl0 Inc
time* laner than other*. Do not purchase sen-
paper, sent frws unsealed
d. s. d.::_ _____
84, M and 88 Fifth Avenue.
ed; aenloii. So.
MATHEWS A CD.,
ft , Ohloago, ]
O.N.D. No. 24
All stov* wld by dmfrtrta.
Hop Bitten Mfj. Co., Roc k« ter, N. Y., A 'A Tweets, Oat, YATIIFN WRITING TO ADYBRTWBR%
. V V _ .please say yon saw the advertise ameert
paper.
imndoraid mnd ssreeraW,
imewiferf bp f fie stsesU-N.
Meat proftmmion, for  ,
lenere. Manf
I itv, A'ert-otio iS-oelVre-m
Iffosi, and OssesMSfee 
4ee»ee/VomAWwwe,4bo#
densome to me. ‘ A veeatlon _____
increased prostration and sinking chllla.
debility to such an extent that my labor was exceedingly
v* me much relief, but on the contrary, was follow#
Iron Tonic, from vhksh
lid not gi l:
At this time 1 bogsa the use of your i
seult*. The old energy returned end I
itsiTra-
albsed almost Immediate and wondert^rwIta^ ^d^ner^r a ^  fo^i nd^ t h^m^n rturei^Nera •
bor toatTe w'di'dln to^eame time dnrtoghmy Uioea*, and Lth^oubl#°Uie#Me!| Vmh*theDU'anqna heewe -
'ben
Itb double the ease. With too tranquil n rv
before eojored. If the Tonlo baa not done the
Watson. Easter Christian Church. Troy, Ob
and vigor of t
k, I know-ftSsrKss^wor
Tha Iran Tenie ia
I preparation of JP»*e«
toxide of Iron. Peru-
vian Bark, and Phmo
Iphateo,' amooeiated
I self f» the Vegetable |
1 Aresssaf4ee. /fees /m/m;
AIIFAITfltl IV INK DR. HARTKR MCDIOINK OO.f RA II* RttIM HAIR ITItIT. If.
Do METTAURS
Dr. METTAUR’S HEADACHE PILLS cure most wonderfully In a very
short time both SICK and NERVOUS HEADACHE | and while acting on
the nervous system, cleanse the stomach of excess of bile, producing »
regular healthy action of the bowel*.
HEADACHE
A full flee box of thee# valuable FILLS, with foil direction* for a com-
plete cure, mailed to any address on receipt of nine three-oent postage
stamps. For sale by all druggist* at 26c. Bole Proprietors,
BROWN CHEMICAL COMPANY, Baltimore, Md.
• PILLS
MTTry thesL ’ 25 And 50 mt sizes of ill ow food*. ' mg Vueline internally.
BRAND MEDAL AT THE PHILABELPHU EEPOSITION.I A BOr *_
SILVER MEDAL AT THE FARM EXFORITION. COLGATE & CO.. N.Y.
limner?’ Column.
Peach Culture.
The secretary of the Washtenaw County
Mich. Pomological Society, ion paper on
the cultivation of fruit trees, gives the
following in relation to the peach:— -“The
fruit requires two different systems of cul
ture. That is, the bearing trees must be
differently treated from those that are too
young for (tearing. It is the nature of the
young peach tree to keep on growing late
into the fall. This must not be permitted.
It can be prevented by stopping to stir
the soil at midsummer. The test of (be
season is required to harden up the young
wood for winter. To properly control the
growth skill and experience are required.
In the month of August cultivating for
the young peach tree should stop. Should
the ground be very rich and the trees
allow a determination to keep on growing
the leading brunches may he pinched in.
After pinching a new growth will often
start, tint then we must pinch again.
Ripen up thoroughly, the new growth of
the young trees should he the aim of the
peach grower. Where the soil is poor
less care is required in ripening the new
wood. The bearing peach tree cannot he
cultivated too often. The soil must at ail
times be kept loose. Cultivation can he
kept until the fruit is ripe. Tiie new
growth of wood iu a bearing tree ceases
to grow early in the season, and there is
no danger of stimulating a late growth,
tor the fruit consumes all the extra sup
caused hy cultivation. Stirring the soil
should be thoroughly kept up, so that at
any lime between the setting of the fruit
and its being picked you can run your
hand right into the soil and fill it w ith
loose earth. But In order to grow large
peaches, and ail of a large, uniform size,
the tree or the fruit must he thinned out.
Shortening in is probably the least expen-
sive operation of the two.”
Smoking for the Curcnlio.
A writer in the Rural World describes
an unsuccessful attempt to keep off the
curculio hy smoking his trees, filly
number. A barrel of coal tar was bought
and several holes dug six inches deep
through the orchard. Corn cobs were
dipped in the tar, placed in the holes am
set on fire. The operator says tiiat he
“got a nice smoke," and had his hole to
suit the wind. This work was repeater
three mornings in each week for a month
The whole process did no good, the young
fruit being badly stung. As this remedy,
comment* Mr. J. J. Thomas, is frequent*
ly recommended hy those who have given
it little trial, such failures as this are
worth recording. The jarring process,
properly conducted, is easier, cheaper and
more efficient; if not properly applied it
is of little use.
Drilling Wheat.
Many of the most earnest opponents of
this method of sowing wiieat are being
converted hy the result of actual experi-
ment. It is claimed that the use of the
drill increases the number of bushels to
the acre. Wheat sown broadcast and not
covered more than one or two inches can-
not find sufficient moisture during a dry
season to sprout the grain. Deep sowing
is not advisable, hut drilled wheal leaves
the soil in ridges and the wheat in little
ditches, the seed really being only two
inches under ground. It withstands high
winds better than if sown broadcast,
which in many localities is a decided ad-
vantage.
Horseback Biding.
Fifty or a hundred years ago the saddle
was quite sure to to he found in the farm-
er’s barn, as one of the necessary articles
of the farm— hut now it is too much put
one side for the harness and buggy. At
this season of the year when the roads are
bad, the saddle should he more generally
used, on the ground of both economy and
comfort. Boys, and girls too, should learn
the art of horseback riding; as far as pos-
sible every farmer should have a horse




EF\Vo other line runs Three Through Pas-
senger Trains Dally between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln. 8L
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.
Direct connections for all points in Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado. Wyoming. Montana, Ne-
vada, New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and
California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comforta-
ble Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott, Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin. San Autonio, Galves-
ton and all points in Texas.
The uncqunled inducements offered bythi*i
Line to Travelers and Tourists, are as follows:
The celebrated Pullman (16-wheel) Palace
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line, C., B. A
0. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton’s
ttccllning Chairs. No extra charge for Scats
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. R. & Q.
Palace Dinin'? Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cars
titled with Klegnnt High-Backed Rattan Re-
volving Chairs for the exclusive use of first-
class pn«sengers.
Steel Track and Superior Equipment, com-
bined with their Great Through Car Arrange-
ment, makes this, above all others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
West.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury
Instead of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line
for sale ut ull offices in the United States and
Canada.
All information about Rates of Fare, Bleep-
ing Car Accommodations, Time Tables, Ac.,
will be cheerfully given, and will send Frtt to
any address an elegant County May ot United
States, in colors, by applying to.
PERCEVAL f ( WELL.
Hvn«rs1 Murager. Chicago.
OlaOSinNTGr OUT
SPRING m SOMMER GOODS
Some of those goods will be sold at Qost, such as
Ladies’ & Bents’ Buckled & Buttoned Shoes
Boys’ and Young Men’s SPRING SUITS of CLOTHING
Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.
Also, 8traw Hats of every description will be closed out at cost.
A few thousand feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Lath,
Shingles, Lime, etc., at reasonable prices.
All KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANT1Y ON HAND.
— -A-T—
E. J. ZELA-lRJRIIISr GTOZST,
H O L L .A. IT ID, IMUCIH.
noLORAon
TlEMliSNtt
, Nov on ul* an t dnrin? the Mason,
i iiwr-claMs ExcraiioK Ticxara, fromI “n-l loonl oolnt*. u> DBN-
I «l2l.C£LOHADO SPRINGS, an-!
PUEBLO. AND RETURN, by mr
I i6» birriRr-NT bo-trs. won ler-
fully low rate*. Thi-e ticket* will he
Ijood gt.mjr west within fifteen (IV
! *7* •'JWn date of wile, and to return
until October 3UI following.
Pullman Palace Car* are run by
«l»Comn«ny from CHICAGO *•
SOUNCIL BLUFFS. TOPEKA an
KANSAS CITY, formin',? » lino wit'
. ‘‘no Change of cars toDEN'VE •
ami PUEBLO. Dining Car* are at-
tached to al, (hniu-:h train*. In whlcJ
Hirau can lie obtained at the reason
able price of *evi nty-flvc cents.
For rates, further information,
and elegant .Map nt United
fitnle* free, address,








' Hardware, Kails, Glass,
J. R. K. is just the man for you.
TINWARE,
J. R. K. Pans out big for you.
SASH AND DOORS,
J. R. K. wants every one of you.
Faints and Oils,
J. R. K. wants a brush with you.
PUMPS AND FITTINGS,
J. R. K. has struck hard for you.
STOVES,
J. R. K. is watching for you.
Close Cash Buyers,
J. R. K. is the man for you.
Wc want to remind yon of it to day, do not wait,
prices are a* low as the lowest and can not be ap-
preciated till yon see the goods.
J. R. KLEIN,
NO. 56 EIGHTH STREET,
Holland, Michigan.
18-tf
W. II. JOS LIN. R. D. BEST.
JOSLIN & BEST,




Fust received at —
GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN THE
JEWELRY STORE “ Htiizenga&Co
J. ALBERS,
8th Street, HOLLAND, MICH.
Applying Manure.
A practical farmer says that he always
applies manure na atop dressing for a
wheat crop, and derives doable the bene-
fit from it ased in that way. The growing
season for wheat in the fall being a short
one, it is advisable to apply the manure
in such a way that its effect will be im-
mediated. It should tie finely pulverized.
Homid Cattle-
The strongest argument in favor of horn-
less cattle la the fact that horned animals
not only injure one another in shipment
often to the extent of |6 to $8 per car, but
they frequently come to market with
broken horns, and it neatly always hap-
pens that the ones to suffer are the most
valuable, because their horns are always
: finer than those upon rough coarse cattle.
' J The Sabbath it the green oasis, the
Cfoissy meadow to the wilderness, where
after the week-daya’ journey, the pilgrim
Jyrily for refreshment and repose.— Zir.
Readc.
Ilavlng parchaaod the interest formerly owned
by Mr. M. Beery, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devote ray entire attention to the Grocery Bna-
incas, and therefore respectfully call the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new badness.
The store Is on the
Cor. Eighth and Fish St.
I will endeavor to keep on hand a complete sup-
ply. and fill all orders promptly to the best of my
ability.
Give us a trial before
you judge us.
JA8. RYDER.
Holland, April 13. 1881. 10-tf
GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.









_ __ of Self Abuse; as , . _
tudo, Pain in me Back. Dimness of Vision. Pr*.. . *p , , e-
mature Old Age, and many other Diseasea that
to Insanity or Conaamption and a Prema-lead
Uro Grave.
BTFuli particulars In oar pamphlet, which we
package, or six packages for >5, or will bo sent
free by null on receipt of the money, by ad-
dressing THK GRAY MEDICINE CO.
Clocks which have been sold for $4, are
now for sale at $3. The entire stock on
hand will he sold at that rate. Plated
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold al
cost for the next 60 days.
July 6tb, 1881. 22-tf
-A.2TD DEALERS I1T
Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.
All Blinds of Spectacles.
Repairing ntnlly and promptly done, and war-
ranted.
We invlie all our old Colony friends, who happen
to vinit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends in and aiound the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of businesH, and examine
i,ur stock. We shall be happy to see them at anytime. _
No. 132 MONROE ST.
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
Grand Rapid*, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
82 EIGHTH STREET 82
JUST RECEIVED




At the store of
WU9U,u to a&Hi BRONSON, tank 23i
G. VAN PUHEN& SONS.









From the finest Silk to the cheapest.
Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,
HOSIERY, ETC-
Also a Foil Line of ,
Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
O. Van Pntten & Sons.





And all kinds of Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets,
Etc., Etc., Etc.
Call and see the MICA LAMP CHIMNEY
which uever breaks.
We always have on hand a stock of
FLOUR and FEED,
Corn, Oats, Etc.
A full Hue of PROVISIONS, as Cheap
as at any other place.
We have a full line of Teas, from- 25 cents per
pound and upward.
We sell Glassware Setts at 40 cents and
upwards.
ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladies' and Ueutlemcn’s Wear,
-- :o:-
CALL AND SEE US.
E. BEHOLD.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.
Holland, Mich., May 2, 1881. 13-3m
TEAMING
AND DRAYING.
E. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Having on hand a large number of wagons and
horses, be Is enabled to serve his customers or
stranger*, at the ahortest possible notice, and at
the most reasonable rates.
Heavy or Light Draying
at any time both
EARLY AND LATE.
Bard nd Hoft Stove wood for sale, for summer
or winter nse. Inquire of
ED. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Holland. Jnne 25, 1881. 90-6®
THE BEST REMEDY
FOR
Diseases of the moat ami Digs,
In diseases of the pul-
dai£*Avk? monary organs a safe
ami reliable remedy is
invaluable. Ayeh’s
Cherry Pectoral is
such a remedy, and no
othersoemiuently mer-
its the confidence of
the public. It is a sci-
entific combination of
the medicinal princi-
ples and curative vir-
tues of the finest drugs,
chemically uuited, of
such | lower as to insure
the greatest possible
efficiency and uuiform-
DEVTAD zTt~ ity of results. It strikes
iLv 1 VrltrlL* at the foundation of all
pulmonary diseases, affording prompt relief
and rapid cures, and is adapted to patients of
any age or either sex. Being very palatable,
the youngest children take it readily. In
tarrh, the effects of Ayer’s Cherry Pb< -L
toral are magical, and multitudes are an-
nually preserved from serious illness by its
timely and faithful use. It should be kept
at hand in every household for the pro-
tection it afford* in sudden attacks. In
Whooping-cough and Consumption
there is no other remedy so efficacious,
soothing, and helpful.
Low prices are inducements to try some of
the many mixtures, or syrups, made of cheap
and ineffective ingredients, now offered,
which, as they contain no curative qualities,
can afford only temporary relief, and are
sure to deceive and disappoint the patient.
Diseases of the throat and lungs demand
activeand effective treatment; and it is dan-
gerous experinuyiting with unknown and
cheap medicines, from the great liability that
these diseases may, while so trified with,
become deeply seated or incurable. Use
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and yon may
confidently expect the best results. It ia a
standard medical preparation, of known and *
acknowledged curative power, and is as
cheap as its careful preparation and fine
ingredients will allow. Eminent physicians,
knowing its composition, prescribe it in their
practice. The test of half a century ha*
proven its absolute certainty to cure all pul-
monary complaints not already beyond tbs
reach of human aid.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer fc Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemist*,
Lowell, Matt.
SOLD BY ALL DBVSeilTS XVEBTWnBI.
$2s
WtlebM. StmwinitanttM. WhltaaculHanttecCM*
Imitation fold (A Solid *oM»
7o«r ova dm or .poeaUlIro pu
IImmsM.
1-lj
lUtloa ( ld- r ldllt Choapoot ond b«l
rpoMO. VolMbtoeol-
tofWfcN. TMOanjOS A CO. , 1 «1 KomM 8C U* lor*.
